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1. SUMMARY 

On Friday, 25th of February, 2011, a group of six Dutch skaters from Hollands 
LångfärdsSkridsko Klubb (HLSK) were skating a tour around the island Visingsö at lake 
Vättern in Sweden. The tour ends in a Search and Rescue helicopter, evacuating the 
group from the ice. 
 
On Wednesday 23rd and Thursday 24th the group had been skating on Vättern without 
problems. The three skating days are part of a four day skating holiday. The group 
stays in Brantestad near Vimmerby. 
 
On the 25th, the group starts skating at Gränna. Being on the ice north of the north 
point of Visingsö, they notice that the ice starts to break and drift away. They try to 
skate back to where they came from, but there is water between them and the island 
Visingsö. They notice that there is open water also in the direction of the east coast, 
so skating back to Gränna is no longer an option. Their next plan is trying to reach the 

west coast of Vättern, but 
while skating in that 
direction, the west coast 
seems very far away and 
the situation they are in 
worries the leader of the 
group. He decides to 
make a last attempt to 
reach Visingsö, by skating 
southwards to the west 
side of Visingsö. When 
they notice there is again 
open water with ice floes 
between them and 
Visingsö, and the water is 
also reaching westwards, 
most members of the 
group realize they are in a 
very difficult situation. 
The leader of the day 
feels insecure and decides 
to call 112 for advice. 

After doing so, the Search and Rescue service decides to evacuate the group by 
helicopter. The rescue takes place without major problems. The group is brought to 
the north point of Visingsö, where the fire brigade helps the group to reach the ferry 
back to their cars at Gränna. 
 
Chapter 3 describes what happened, before, during and after the tour with the 
incident. Chapter 4 is dedicated to lake Vättern and the weather and ice conditions 
before and during the incident. Chapter 5 analyzes and comments on the facts, ice 

https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/eJDZAM3ahfYAnO0-whrSMg?feat=directlink
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and weather situation and the statements of the group. In this chapter, a lot of 
lessons learned are described for everyone involved in HLSK. 
 
The analysis shows that the incident is not the result of a single event, but that it was 
caused by a chain of risk increasing events and decisions, as is often the case: 

 the days before the group had been skating on Vättern without problems; 
alertness was somewhat reduced; 

 it was unknown to the Group that they were the first Group to try to round the 
northern point of Visingsö; 

 alternative and probably more safe day trips for the 25th were considered but 
rejected for logistic reasons (too far away from Brantestad); 

 signs that the ice on Vättern could become instable (rising temperature, 
increasing wind speed) were not recognized; 

 the Main Leader (who from the Group has the most experience in Sweden) stayed 
sick at home on the 25th; 

 the HLSK protocols fails to address the situation the Group entered into when the 
Main Leader stayed sick behind. 

 
A summary of all the lessons that can be learned from the incident: 

 when you feel insecure as a guide and you see no safe way to continue, a 1-1-2 
call is a very wise decision; 

 a multi-day skating trip with a group of Dutch skaters in Sweden is a risk 
increasing factor in itself. 

 the main lesson: awareness of risk increasing events is essential and risk 
increasing events should always be met with risk decreasing decisions; 

 observation and correct evaluation of actual (weather) circumstances during the 
day is essential; 

 proper access to internet every day is essential to gather all information that is 
needed for organising a safe day trip; when the internet connection fails you have 
to get all information that is needed for organising a safe day trip from other 
sources or take enough risk decreasing measures to compensate the lack of 
information; 

 in view of the absence of the Main Leader consultation with the Ice Messenger 
should have taken place; 

 a permanent base is a risk increasing factor during a multi day skating trip; 

 skating on the same lake without problems during several subsequent days can 
make you less alert and careful; 

 HLSK protocols should be clarified on several issues. 
 
We hope that the lessons learned will contribute to the goal of the HLSK: we skate in 
a safe way or we do not skate at all. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 

2.1. Goal of the authors 

The main goal of the authors of this report is to learn as many lessons as possible 
from the incident. The report is written from a club (HLSK) point of view and is meant 
to serve safety issues only. The report is explicitly not meant to blame anyone 
involved and it should not be used for that purpose. All people involved cooperated 
very frank and open during the evaluation and discussions afterwards. We would like 
to thank everyone for taking this learning point of view. 

2.2. Scope definition 

We excluded the following subjects from this report: 
 
1. Equipment issues During analysis of the events of the incident, we did not notice 

important issues regarding the equipment during the 
preparation of the tour, the tour itself, the rescue and the 
aftermath of the incident. To gain time for aspects of higher 
interest, we do not address equipment issues. 

2. Tours not on 
Skridskonäti 

In the analysis of other tours on Lake Vättern, we only 
informed ourselves about tours reported on Skridskonät. It 
could well be that more (private) tours were skated on the 
same day (or the days before) in the same area, but we did 
not make any attempt to find out about any tours outside 
Skridskonät. 

3. Media coverage The incident got a lot of media attention, in Sweden as well as 
in The Netherlands. This report disregards all contacts with 
and publications in the media. 

4. Extrapolation to 
other clubs 

The lessons learned are primarily focused on HLSK and its 
members as skating club. It could well be that other clubs can 
learn from our report, but we did not do any extrapolation, for 
instance to Swedish clubs, while writing this report. 

5. Pictures and movies Not all pictures that were made are displayed in this report. 
More pictures are available at Google Picasaweb. To see the 
whole set of available pictures, simply click on one of the 
pictures in this report. It will lead you to a picture library, 
where the available pictures are sorted in chronological way. 
Furthermore, the same library at Picasaweb contains three 
short movies taken from the helicopter. 

6. Language We did not have time or money to let a professional check our 
English writing. Since we received more than one request from 
Sweden to write this report in English, we chose to do so 
anyway. Please excuse our day-to-day English. At some 
places, we use Swedish words to explain ice situations. 

2.3. Abbreviations and definitions used in this report 

To avoid mentioning names, we use the following abbreviations in this report: 
 

Group The group involved in the incident. During the multi-day trip 
the group consisted of seven persons. On the day of the 
incident one person (ML) stayed home due to sickness. 

ML The main leader of the Group for the weekend trip. ML 
stayed home due to sickness on the day of the incident, but 
he was present on the previous day tours of the Group.  

GL The Group leader on the 25th of February 2011 with the 
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Visingsö incident. GL was the leader during that day, since 
ML was not present. 

M1 Participant, member of the group. GL asked M1 to assist and 
support as much as possible during the tour on 25th of 
February. Therefore, M1 was acting as a “kö-ledare” during 
this tour. 

M2 , M3, M4, M5 Participants, members of the group, all from The 
Netherlands. 

HLSK Hollands LångfärdsSkridsko Klubb 

LLK Linköpings Långfärdsskridsko Klubb 

ISRAP The ice messenger from HLSK on duty during the week 22nd – 
28th of February, working from home in Holland. 

LTC The Leader Training Committee from HLSK, responsible for 
training and coaching the leaders and leaders-to-be in HLSK. 
LTC has three members in total. 

LTC-M1 Member one of the LTC, same person who was ISRAP during 
the week of the trip, living in The Netherlands. 

LTC-M2 Member two of the LTC, living in Sweden. 

LTC-M3 Member three of the LTC, same person as ML, but during 
the week of the trip not involved in the decisions from LTC 
during the week of the trip. 

SN Skridskonätet 

Trip, multi-day trip, 
weekend trip 

The term trip is used for a multi-day skating trip with 
sleeping at other place(s) than home. Sometimes called 
“fjärrtur” in Sweden. 

Tour, day-tour, 
skating-tour 

The term tour is used for a single day skating tour. When 
HLSK skates in Sweden, most often a trip consists of multiple 
tours. The convention in HLSK is to make a färdrapport on 
SN for each tour, so multiple tour reports make up a 
complete trip report. 

2.4. Welcome to feedback 

Every evaluation report consists of facts, as well as opinions, the latter mainly from 
the author(s). This report does not differ from that situation. Hence, all feedback like 
questions, suggestions, remarks, different opinions and so on are more than welcome 
and can be send by email to r.mulders@furore.com.  Please state “Visingsö incident 
2011” somewhere in the subject of the email. 
 

mailto:r.mulders@furore.com
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3. WHAT HAPPENED? 

3.1. Explanation 

Two points are important to keep in mind while reading this chapter: 
 
1. During the evaluation of the helicopter rescue, the authors felt that the bigger 

picture, about a HLSK-group making multiple-day skating trips to Sweden from 
Holland, has played an important role in the chain of events that led to the 
incident. Therefore, the list of events that happened not only contains the 
adventures of the group involved, but also the decisions and events that were 
taken within HLSK as club. 

2. To keep the report readable, we combined the comments of the Group members, 
as gathered afterwards, with the facts listed. Comments and statements that 
were made afterwards, are written in the form “… stated later that …”. 

3.2. The months before 

July 2010 
After five years of “non-official” existence, HLSK is established as an official 
foundation, with a written safety policy that states the use of a skating system 
according to Swedish model. The Leader Training Committee (LTC) is established by 
the HLSK board, to give structure to the HLSK leaders-in-training group. 
 
November 2010 
GL, M1, M2, M3 and M4 together have made many skating tours in Friesland (The 
Netherlands) over the years. This season, being inspired by GL, they want to make a 
skating trip to Sweden, together with ML. All persons participate in HLSK. ML and GL 
are both in the leader training program. ML was born in Sweden and now lives in 
Friesland. ML and GL met each other via HLSK a few years ago. M1 owns, since a year, 
a second house in Brantestad near Vimmerby in Sweden. He offers this house as place 
to serve for gathering of the Group and to use as base station for the trip. ML and GL 
agree to consider the offer. 
 
24 November 2010 
The LTC announces which criteria are set for a multi-day skating trip to get the “HLSK 
quality label”. The email is sent to all leaders and trainee-leaders in HLSK and states 
nine criteria in total (see addendum 1). One of the criteria is that for a multi-day trip a 
minimum of two leaders is required. One of the leaders may be a trainee leader, so at 
least two by HLSK selected persons are leading the group. The maximum size of a 
group is eight persons, including the two leaders. Another requirement is to have 
contact with ISRAP during the trip in case of changing ice conditions and other risk 
increasing factors. Nothing is said about changing the status of a day-tour from an 
official HLSK Klubbtur to Privattur during a multi-day trip. 
 
13 December 2010 
After talks with all members of the HLSK leader training group during autumn, the LTC 
announces who is leader (all waters), who is restricted leader (no salt water and no 
big water), and who is trainee leader (may only lead a group during a HLSK trip/tour 

ML = Main leader on the 
multi day trip, not 
present on the day of 
the incident 
 
GL = Group leader on 
the day of the incident 
 

M1..M5 = Participants in 
the group 

LTC = Leader training 
committee of HLSK 
 
ISRAP = Ice messenger  
from HLSK on duty 
during the week of the 
trip 
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under supervision of an all-waters-leader or a restricted-leader). ML is restricted 
leader. GL is trainee leader. M1 is not in the leader training group and therefore not 
mentioned in the announcement. In case a restricted leader wishes to lead an official 
HLSK Klubbtur on sea or big lakes, the HLSK-rule is that he/she must call ISRAP to 
discuss the possibility of getting permission to skate that day on a specific area at sea 
or big lakes. Big lakes in Sweden are defined as Vättern, Vänern, Hjälmaren, Mälaren 
and Siljan. 
 
17 December 2010 
On the first day of a HLSK leader training weekend in Sweden, in which ML and GL are 
present, the nine criteria for an official HLSK-Klubbtur are repeated verbally with the 
whole group. 
 
18 December 2010 
During the HLSK leader training weekend from 17 to 21 December 2010, all leaders in 
training including ML and GL, practice in preparing a tour on the evening before the 
tour. The LTC positions itself during the evenings as ISRAP, who can be used to ask 
questions, just like in real situations. Both ML and GL make use of ISRAP during the 
training weekend. 
 
19 December 2010 
During the HLSK leader training weekend, LTC-M1 gives a presentation about weather 
influence on ice. Wind is described as a possible danger. During the talk the book 
Östgötavattenii is mentioned to give good descriptions about ice situations on lakes 
around Linköping. Nothing is said about Vättern specifically. 
 
20 December 2010 
On the last day of the leader training weekend, the evaluation takes place about the 
weekend. The presentations during the leader training weekend are scheduled in the 
evenings after a full day skating and thus occur at a rather late hour. Several of the 
leaders and trainee leaders complain they were too tired to pay proper attention 
during the evenings. This is acknowledged by the LTC during the evaluation. 
 
January 2011 
ML and GL announce their multi-day trip as Klubbtur as Utlyst tur 943 on SN, with a 
variable date to be decided when conditions are right after 01 January 2011. 
 
22 January 2011 
ML and GL set their planned date to Tuesday, 22nd February of 2011. In total six 
persons, all HLSK members, book on their Klubbtur trip, so the group consists of eight 
persons. 
 
17 February 2011 
ML and GL decide to accept the offer of M1 to make use of his second house in 
Brantestad (near Vimmerby) as a place to stay during the trip and as a first meeting 
place on 22 February 2011. GL points out that the house is used as starting point; 
during the trip they may decide to stay in other places. 
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18 February 2011 
GL makes a telephone call to one of the booked members, to inform about his 
equipment, because it turned out to be incomplete during the previous HLSK-trip 
(with another group). The booked member decides one day later to stay home, so the 
group size decreases to seven persons. 

3.3. The week of the trip 

Sunday, 20 February 2011, during the day 
M1 + partner arrive at their second house in Brantestad near Vimmerby. The internet 
connection in the house and nearby the house on the location is bad. Most of the 
time connection cannot be established. ML and GL state later that it remained that 
way during the whole trip. 
 
Sunday, 20 February 2011, evening 
ML is in Holland and will leave for Sweden the next day. ML gets in contact with one 
of the leaders in LLK for advice about Vättern. The LLK contact responds that it is 
justified to skate on Vättern if you take consideration for vindbrunnar and släppråkar. 
ML sets up an (unplanned) Skype typed text chat from Holland with LTC-M2, who lives 
in Sweden, on Sunday evening at about 22:00 hrs. They have a Skype text chat session 
(no voice), see addendum 3 “Skype chat” which contains the complete text chat 
(translated to English). During the session, ML tells LTC-M2 that he is planning to go to 
Vättern with the Group. He asks what LTC-M2 thinks about skating on Vättern (note: 
ML is a restricted leader). LTC-M2 types replies saying that during the last days large 
parts of Vättern were safe but other parts were not. He especially warns for 
släppråkar and extensively for the effect of wind on Vättern. LTC-M2 does not give ML 
permission to skate on Vättern, since LTC-M2 is not ISRAP during this week and thus 
cannot give him permission. On the other hand ML himself is at that moment still 
ISRAP but it would be wrong if he would give himself the permission. Therefore, LTC-
M2 suggests having a Skype conference with all three members of LTC as soon as 
possible. ML states later (after the incident) that he did not have the feeling to be 
supported by LTC-M2 during this Skype chat. 
 
Monday, 21 February 2011 
M2 + partner arrive at the house in Brantestad. GL + partner also arrive at the house 
in Brantestad. 
 
Monday, 21 February 2011, 12:00 hrs 
LTC-M1 and LTC-M2 have a telephone conversation about the restricted leader 
system. Due to experiences with HLSK groups in January and February 2011, LTC feels 
the system malfunctions when there is only skateable ice on sea or big lakes. The 
restricted leaders get under pressure from members and are tempted to skate on 
salt/big water without discussing their plan with ISRAP. Furthermore, LTC has noticed 
that ice-messengers get responsibility that in fact belongs to the leaders: the decision 
to go or refrain from going on sea/big lakes. Especially when ISRAP is in Holland and 
the skating group is in Sweden, this can lead to difficult situations. LTC decides to 
abandon the restricted leader system for this week’s group with ML and GL and 
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another HLSK group skating in Sweden. If it turns out well, LTC wants to abandon the 
restricted leader system at the end of the season for all leaders. 
 
Monday, 21 February 2011, 17:00 hrs 
ISRAP, who is also member of LTC, makes a telephone call to ML. ISRAP explains that 
LTC has decided that they want to abandon the restricted leader system and 
therefore start to abandon the restricted leader system already this week for ML and 
GL; ML is allowed to make decisions to skate on sea/big water himself, but that the 
rule about two leaders still remains. This means that the trainee leader, in this case 
GL, has a veto about every plan ML decides on. ISRAP asks ML to explain the new 
situation to GL and ML promises him to do that. 
 
Tuesday, 22 February 2011. 12:45 hrs 
GL, M1 and M2 leave the house for a private skating tour to Västervik, see SN 
färdrapport 31084 for details. 
 
Tuesday, 22 February 2011. 14:42 hrs 
ISRAP sends a confirmative email to ML and GL, with CC to all leaders in HLSK, about 
stopping the restricted leader system, at first for ML and GL. The email mentions that 
ML and GL must be present together to skate a HLSK-tour, that ML makes the final 
decision about a plan, but that GL has a right to veto the plan if he does not agree. 
The email also asks the leaders to be conscious about this new responsibility. 
 
Tuesday, 22 February 2011. 15:30 hrs 
GL, M1 and M2 finish their short tour at Västervik, see SN färdrapport 31084. They 
conclude that Västervik is not a good place to skate with the Group in the coming 
days. 
 
Tuesday, 22 February 2011, 18:00 – 20:00 hrs 
ML arrives early in the evening at the house in Brantestad. M3, M4 and M5 arrive at 
19.30 at the house in Brantestad. 
 
Tuesday, 22 February 2011, evening 
The whole Group is now in Brantestad: ML, GL, and M1 to M5. There are also three 
non-skating partners present. They act as facilitators, taking care of shopping and 
preparing dinner. They are on holiday. ML informs GL about the decision of the LTC to 
abandon the restricted leader system for this week’s group with ML and GL. GL does 
not read the e-mail sent also to him, because of the bad internet connection. 
 
Tuesday, 22 February 2011, 20:15 hrs 
ML sends a SMS (text message) to ISRAP about their plan for Wednesday: “Plan is 
westside of Vättern from Jönköping north and back”. ISRAP replies with a text 
message: “Ok. Hjo – Karlsborg seems stable and suitable as plan B if anything 
happens”. 
  

Note: HLSK had two kind 
of leaders: (1) leaders 
allowed to guide 
everywhere, (2) leaders 
only allowed to guide on 
fresh water "not-big 
lakes" (thus for instance 
not on Vättern and not on 
"salt ice"). When a type 2 
leader came in the 
situation that the only 
possibility to skate was on 
big lakes or sea then he 
often called ISRAP and 
asked for permission to 
skate there anyway. In 
such a case, ISRAP "got" 
a responsibility which 
cannot be taken by an 

ISRAP, as only the leader 
has the full and final 
responsibility during a 
skating tour. That is the 
main reason the so-called 
HLSK restricted leader 
system has been 
abandoned. 
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Tuesday, 22 February 2011, later in the evening 
ML makes a phone call to a leader in LLK, the same person as he talked to on Sunday. 
ML stated later the LLK contact mentioned the same things as he did on Sunday. 
 
Wednesday, 23 February 2011, 07:00 hrs 
The Group with ML and GL as leaders leaves Brantestad by car. 
 
Wednesday, 23 February 2011, 09:45 
The Group arrives at Jönköping and starts skating. 
 
Wednesday, 23 February 2011, 15:00 hrs 
The Group finishes their 45 km tour on the westside of Vättern, see färdrapport 
30719 on SN. ML decides that Brantestad remains the sleeping place. The Group 
drives back to Brantestad. 
 
Wednesday, 23 February 2011, evening 
Back at Brantestad, GL writes in the färdrapport on SN: “we heard enormous labor in 
the ice: as if a train enters an underground station”. ML and M1 to M5 confirm this 
later. They describe it as a thunderous roaring sound that started somewhere, came 
nearer, passed under them (they could feel the ice shudder) and went away. The 
sound seemed to follow an already existing uppråk. ML states later: “there was a lot 
of roaring in the ice that day; it seemed to me the roaring went on when the sun was 
out; as soon as the sun was covered by clouds the sounds died out”. During the 
evening ML and GL plan their trip for Thursday. They notice internet still has a bad 
connection at Brantestad. No contact is made with ISRAP. 
 
Thursday, 24 February 2011, 07:00 
The Group drives by car from Brantestad to Gränna. 
 
Thursday, 24 February 2011, 09:40 hrs 
Arrival at Gränna. ML and GL decide that GL will act as main leader. The Group starts 
skating from Gränna to the south. After 10 km south of Visingsö, they skate to the 
south point of Visingsö. After that they skate from Visingsö back to Gränna. See SN 
färdrapport 30756. ML finds it difficult to follow the tempo; he does not feel 100% 
healthy and fit. M1 helps him by skating close behind him and pushing him forward. 
GL asks M3 to skate as second skater behind GL. 
 
Thursday, 24 February 2011, 15:30 hrs 
Just before leaving the ice, the Group practices with the lifeline and the ice prods. Half 
of the Group practices with the ice prods to move on the ice, while the other half 
practices with the lifeline to pull the people using the ice prods. 
 
Thursday, 24 February 2011, 15:45 hrs 
The Group arrives back at Gränna after a 50 km skating tour. ML and GL decide 
Brantestad remains the sleeping place. The Group drives back to Brantestad. 
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Thursday, 24 February 2011, evening after 19:00 hrs 
GL writes as ice conditions in the färdrapport: “very black ice with frozen cracks and 
råks. Singing noise from labor in the ice. Sizes of cracks were increasing during the 
day. Last råk before the harbor gave almost wet feet.” They have heard no roaring 
sounds like the day before and the Group has the impression the ice was more stable 
than the day before. GL states later: “it was not difficult to lead; everywhere the ice 
was thick and stable; it seemed ‘er was geen nee te koop’ (‘there wasn’t any ‘no’ for 
sale’, you could not do it wrong)”. ML and GL start planning the tour for the next day. 
With the quite hard wind (S to SE, 8 m/s) of the Thursday tour in fresh memory they 
discuss a couple of alternatives. They come up with three possibilities: 
 
1. to skate with the wind in the back from Gränna to the north and sleep in a 

vandrarhem nearby Omberg or take the bus back to Gränna (depending on the 
plan for Saturday; if they stay near Omberg they can skate further north the next 
day); 

2. to skate from Jönköping to Gränna and take the bus back to Jönköping; 
3. a tour around the Visingsö island, starting with the wind in the back from Gränna 

to the north point of Visingsö, skating along the westside in the wind shadow of 
the island, and around the south point and back to Gränna with the wind behind. 

 
Further during planning it is taken into account that ML wants to stay at the house on 
Friday because he has a quite bad cold and is rather tired after the tour this day. Both 
SMHIiii and yr.noiv are consulted for the next day weather. ML and GL are worried 
about the wind but the predictions indicate about the same wind force and direction 
as on Thursday, 7 m/s from the SE. They consult SN and discuss their experiences that 
day and the previous days. No contact is made with ISRAP. They conclude that all 
three plans are possible to execute. They feel a tour round Visingsö gives them the 
best opportunities to break the tour off in case of trouble, because you have the 
island shore in sight and within reach all the time. GL states later that he was worried 
about the wind. 
 
Thursday, 24 February 2011, later in the evening 
Later that evening ML and GL present their plans to the Group. They also announce 
that ML does not feel well and has decided not to take part in the tour of Friday. They 
all feel that is a wise decision, with regards to the difficulties of ML following the 
speed of the Group earlier that day. Furthermore they discuss whether the tour 
would or would not have the official HLSK Klubbtur status because GL is trainee 
leader. They also discuss the wind and the influence of wind on the ice, the danger of 
‘släppråkar’, other possible problems and they compare the Thursday experience with 
the weather forecast for Friday. The forecast for Thursday was 6 m/s and for Friday 
SMHI forecasts 7 m/s. M1 and M3 state later they had the feeling that ML and GL 
preferred the first alternative and staying in a vandrarhem near Omberg. M2 states 
later that he had a preference for the first alternative and going back by bus. M1 
states he put some pressure on alternative 3, which was also the choice of M4 and 
M5. Staying in a vandrarhem would have involved a discussion with the non-skating 
partners. From a logistic point of view alternative 1 is more difficult. Eventually the 
Group decides that a tour round the Visingsö island would be nice since you could 
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start out towards north-west with the wind in the back and then (according to ML and 
GL) you go south-west in the southern wind shadow of the island and after rounding 
the south point of the island turn back north-east with the wind in the back to Gränna 
again. The last part they also skated on Thursday. Furthermore they decide that the 
status of the tour shall be ‘private’ since ML is staying home, but everyone should 
treat the tour as a normal tour with GL as leader. 
 
M3 has some questions about safety and the wind. There is discussion between M4 
and M1 (both sailors) about the scales wind is measured on: m/s versus Beaufort (see 
addendum 2). In Holland, the Beaufort scale is normally used, while in Sweden, the 
convention is to use m/s to express wind speed. They try to establish a conversion 
table between m/s and Beaufort, but they do not succeed.  
 
GL says he has confidence in the plan, but since ML will not join the tour, discipline in 
the Group is essential. GL elaborates on this during a briefing. He checks that at least 
three Group members have mobile phone and will bring them on the tour, that 
important phone numbers are written down and he stresses the phones should be 
fully loaded. He also points out that the island offers opportunities to break off the 
tour if necessary. GL asks M1 to act as assistant leader and M3 as second skater. The 
Group acknowledges it will no longer be a HLSK Klubbtur but a Privattur. 

3.4. The actual day tour 

07:05 hrs 
The Group without ML drives by car from Brantestad to Gränna. ML stays behind in 
Brantestad. GL is the leader of the day, with M1 as assistant leader. Neither ML nor 

Overview of the tour. Ctrl+Click to enlarge. Map constructed with (pending) 
permission from Garmin – © Garmin. 

https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/eJDZAM3ahfYAnO0-whrSMg?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/eJDZAM3ahfYAnO0-whrSMg?feat=directlink
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GL checks, before leaving, the latest weather and wind forecast (direction and force), 
nor the actual weather and wind, on internet. If internet had functioned properly ML 
would have checked the latest forecast, he states later. 
 
09:00 hrs 
Arrival at Gränna harbour (point A on the above map), at the point where the 
ferryboat to Visingsö leaves. 
 
09:30 hrs 
The Group starts skating in NW direction from Gränna harbour. Afterwards M4 said 
he noticed the wind was stronger than the previous day, but he did not mention it to 
GL. 
 
9:51 hrs 
Skating in NW direction, GL turns into the wind for a short while in order to establish 
if the Group was able to skate against the wind. M1 says later that going against the 
wind was easier than he expected. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10:22 hrs 
See point B on the map below with detailed view at north point Visingsö. Just before 
their ‘fika’ (coffee break) on Sandudden on the north of Visingsö, at about 20 meter 
out of the island, the Group has to cross a råk with open water, about 20 cm. GL takes 
good notice of the spot where they cross so he will be able to remember it and to 
cross back again at exactly the same spot after the fika. The coffee break lasts 20 
minutes, from 10:22 till 10:42. There are no roaring sounds or other noises from the 
ice. The Group sits together. M3 takes a short walk. He notices the windbag at the 
airfield, stiff in the wind, but he does not mention it to the Group. After the coffee 
break the Group has to cross again the same råk at about 20 meters from the 
shoreline. Afterwards they agree that the råk had not become wider during the fika. 
M5 states later that he found the råk remarkable, but he could not explain why. M2 
agreed with him. M5 remembered later somebody in the Group said that it seemed as 
if the råk followed the shore and went around the island. But no one of the Group 
remembers saying this. There is no new ice on the water in the råk. It is filled with still 
open water about 20 centimetres wide on the spot where the Group crosses. 
 

10:01 On the way to northpoint of 
Visingsö (Ctrl+click to enlarge) 

10:14 Bottom view through the ice 

Starting from here, all 
pictures can be Ctrl-
clicked to view the 
picture in original size at 
Picasa web (Internet 
connection required).  

Note: once you are in 
Picasa web, there are 
more pictures available 
than displayed in this 
report.  

https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/Ih1upwGKBF8S0TM5sYQ64w?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/-t5WRrFUbhVr8I1mHC85Ww?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/Ih1upwGKBF8S0TM5sYQ64w?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/-t5WRrFUbhVr8I1mHC85Ww?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/Ih1upwGKBF8S0TM5sYQ64w?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/-t5WRrFUbhVr8I1mHC85Ww?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/Ih1upwGKBF8S0TM5sYQ64w?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/-t5WRrFUbhVr8I1mHC85Ww?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/Ih1upwGKBF8S0TM5sYQ64w?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/-t5WRrFUbhVr8I1mHC85Ww?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/Ih1upwGKBF8S0TM5sYQ64w?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/-t5WRrFUbhVr8I1mHC85Ww?feat=directlink
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10:53 hrs 
After crossing the råk the Group meets 
skravelis until point C on the map. Skating 
to point C and from C to D they take no 
further notice of the råk that follows the 
shore line. After the skravelis the Group is 
on smooth, thick ice again. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

10:53 Crossing bad ice after fika 

11:05 Good ice again 

11:02 Better ice in sight 

Detailed view at northpoint Visingsö. Ctrl+click to enlarge.Map constructed with (pending) permission 
from Garmin – © Garmin. 

https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/pUMxDoxYywsdXYyZG7G5rA?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/8SgrqEAsIuJKa0u1zWwcgA?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/MFy0hXueU7CXYCDPplUcxQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/gicy5j7INuvbpNaXn6TiwQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/pUMxDoxYywsdXYyZG7G5rA?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/8SgrqEAsIuJKa0u1zWwcgA?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/MFy0hXueU7CXYCDPplUcxQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/gicy5j7INuvbpNaXn6TiwQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/pUMxDoxYywsdXYyZG7G5rA?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/8SgrqEAsIuJKa0u1zWwcgA?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/MFy0hXueU7CXYCDPplUcxQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/gicy5j7INuvbpNaXn6TiwQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/pUMxDoxYywsdXYyZG7G5rA?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/8SgrqEAsIuJKa0u1zWwcgA?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/MFy0hXueU7CXYCDPplUcxQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/gicy5j7INuvbpNaXn6TiwQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/pUMxDoxYywsdXYyZG7G5rA?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/8SgrqEAsIuJKa0u1zWwcgA?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/MFy0hXueU7CXYCDPplUcxQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/gicy5j7INuvbpNaXn6TiwQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/pUMxDoxYywsdXYyZG7G5rA?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/8SgrqEAsIuJKa0u1zWwcgA?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/MFy0hXueU7CXYCDPplUcxQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/gicy5j7INuvbpNaXn6TiwQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/pUMxDoxYywsdXYyZG7G5rA?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/8SgrqEAsIuJKa0u1zWwcgA?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/MFy0hXueU7CXYCDPplUcxQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/gicy5j7INuvbpNaXn6TiwQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/pUMxDoxYywsdXYyZG7G5rA?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/8SgrqEAsIuJKa0u1zWwcgA?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/MFy0hXueU7CXYCDPplUcxQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/gicy5j7INuvbpNaXn6TiwQ?feat=directlink
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11:19 hrs 
Just before reaching point D on the map the Group first meets a small råk with open 
water and a few minutes later a wider råk. GL and M1 do not know if it was growing 
in width or not; GL judges this råk as a wrong sign and decides to break off the plan to 
go around the island. They now want to skate back to Gränna. M1 and M4 state later 
they had exchanged doubts about rounding the island with each other one minute 
before. All Group members immediately support the decision to break off the plan 
and skate back. 
 

 
11:19 First open crack 

 
11:21 Second open crack 

11:42 hrs 
The Group skates back to point E on the map. At E, they see an approximately 100 m 
(the width is guessed later) wide new släppråk, visible from the shore of Visingsö at 
Sandudden going to the north east in the direction east-coast of Vättern, as far as the 
Group could see. The Group agrees that the route back to Gränna is cut off and the 
east coast of Vättern cannot be reached because of this släppråk going northeast. GL 
decides to head for the west coast of Vättern, or at least skate in that direction with 
the Group. The Group follows. No pictures are taken. 
 

11:20 Second open crack 

11:21 Second open crack 

https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/9lioQaLiOYoFOf7JUlUvZg?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/mwmu4_Afx8KrN4FFk6lHrw?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/f24lHIdnlZNjNvY-l1XSkw?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/WkkiM5iog0XtdMTVgRePog?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/9lioQaLiOYoFOf7JUlUvZg?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/mwmu4_Afx8KrN4FFk6lHrw?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/f24lHIdnlZNjNvY-l1XSkw?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/WkkiM5iog0XtdMTVgRePog?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/9lioQaLiOYoFOf7JUlUvZg?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/mwmu4_Afx8KrN4FFk6lHrw?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/f24lHIdnlZNjNvY-l1XSkw?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/WkkiM5iog0XtdMTVgRePog?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/9lioQaLiOYoFOf7JUlUvZg?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/mwmu4_Afx8KrN4FFk6lHrw?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/f24lHIdnlZNjNvY-l1XSkw?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/WkkiM5iog0XtdMTVgRePog?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/9lioQaLiOYoFOf7JUlUvZg?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/mwmu4_Afx8KrN4FFk6lHrw?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/f24lHIdnlZNjNvY-l1XSkw?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/WkkiM5iog0XtdMTVgRePog?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/9lioQaLiOYoFOf7JUlUvZg?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/mwmu4_Afx8KrN4FFk6lHrw?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/f24lHIdnlZNjNvY-l1XSkw?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/WkkiM5iog0XtdMTVgRePog?feat=directlink
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11:54 hrs 
During the time that the Group skates from E to F on the map, GL is thinking hard 
about the right way to proceed. At F he makes a stop, because he has severe doubts 
whether it is a wise decision trying to reach the west coast. GL and the rest of the 
Group are not sure about the distance to the west coast. GL does not have a map that 
displays the whole of Vättern with him, he has Utekartanv EVO1 and EVO3 (norra and 
södra Vättern). M2 says: let’s think properly, what is our situation at the moment? GL 
explains he thinks the west coast of Vättern is about 20 km skating with half wind. 
They will need to cross the width of Vättern. From where they are standing, at point 
F, they can clearly see the windmills on the shore of Visingsö nearby. Since they are 
not sure about the ice conditions to the west and about the distance (long, but how 
long exactly?) the Group decides trying to reach the west coast of Visingsö instead. 
Then they can walk to the other side of the island (according to GL a 2 kilometre walk) 
and skate back, or take the ferry, to Gränna. 
 
12:04 hrs 
At point G on the map the Group meets with skravelis again. It is difficult to cross. 
Apart from GL and M2, the Group members take off their skates (BC-bindings) and 
walk about 10-15 minutes. Some members state later that the shoes for the BC-
bindings have hardly any grip on an icy surface. GL is worried about the slow pace, 
because they have to walk. 
 
12:34 hrs 
At point H on the map (and already some time before reaching H) they see water in 
front of them. M3 states later: directly after crossing the bad ice, I saw water on the 
ice. GL and M1 skate until about 60 m from the open water, with ice floes drifting in 
it. M3 also takes a good look: later he states that the ice is drifting from south to the 
north with a considerable (but guessed) speed of about 1 m/s. The shoreline of 
Visingsö cannot be reached. The route to the south is also cut off, because the open 
water reaches farther to the west. So now GL realises the only possible escape route 
is to the north-west, to the west coast of Vättern. 
 
The Group talks the situation over. GL explains to the Group that the plate of ice they 
are on is relatively safe, it is still big. He says he is not familiar with this type of 
situation and that he judges the situation as possibly dangerous and that he does not 
want to take any risks. Therefore he does not want trying to reach the west coast. If 
the situation gets worse the Group may easily get into bigger trouble. GL suggests 
they call 112 and ask for advice. 
 
All members of the Group agree, apart from M5. M5 wants trying to teach the west 
coast, since there is still an escape in that direction that they have not tried. Since all 
other members of the Group are in favour of calling 112, M5 decides to go along with 
them. 
 
12:40 hrs 
M2 makes the phone call. Meanwhile GL got the GPS location (6442801-1415252), 
and gives the location to M2, who tells the location to the rescue service. M2 explains 

Note: the guessed drift 
speed is probably not 
correct; the drift speed 
of ice is approximately 
2% of the wind speed. 
Average wind speed 
was at that moment 
about 10 m/s, so the 
drift speed was proba-
bly about 0,2 m/s. 
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the situation and asks for advice. The answer from the rescue service is: stay where 
you are, we are sending a helicopter and a hovercraft to you to get you from the ice. 
They ask if there are any plurrnings (answer: no) and if every member of the Group is 
equipped properly (answer: yes). They instruct M2 to stay with the Group together on 
the location and say they will call back in approximately 10 minutes. M2 tells later she 
upgraded her prepaid phone credit during these 10 minutes in order to stay 
reachable. M4 had pointed out that a 112 call is not free of charge, since the 
connection is made via the Netherlands to Sweden. 
 
13:10 hrs 
The rescue service calls back and tells M2 
that the helicopter is in the air since 12:50 
and will be on the location in 
approximately 15 minutes. The hovercraft 
is too far-off; it did leave for action but 
was sent back. The Group members skate 
in circles to stay warm. They talk to each 
other now and then. Nobody is panicking; 
they feel safe and not in danger. They 
keep their backpacks and skates on. GL 
and other members keep a close eye on 
the ice. 
 
13:15 hrs 
The Group has eye contact with a fire 
brigade rescue team on the shore of 
Visingsö; they have a boat on a trailer 
ready for action. The boat never left the 
trailer. 
 
13:27 hrs 
Arrival of the helicopter in the air. GL 

states later that he was concerned about 
the lowering of the helicopter; he feared 
that the ice they are on may break into 
smaller pieces under the slipstream of the 
rotors. He had seen that on pictures and 
film before. But it does not happen. 
 
13:28 hrs 
The helicopter lands very carefully, 
lowering first a diver from about 10 
metres height on the ice, who tests the ice 
quality. The helicopter “lands” on the ice, 
but it only just touches the ice with the 
main wheels keeping the helicopters nose 
wheel just above the ice. It is not very easy for the Group to get into the helicopter. 

13:27 Helicopter arrives 

13:37 Another one into the helicopter 

13:39 GL goes last into the helicopter 

https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/NFQzv-od4RTuxHr-Vq_YLw?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/IO3f9sSFt6cRl-_aPHpiTQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/cQjDJTPuiUGK8bgKqT28EA?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/NFQzv-od4RTuxHr-Vq_YLw?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/IO3f9sSFt6cRl-_aPHpiTQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/cQjDJTPuiUGK8bgKqT28EA?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/NFQzv-od4RTuxHr-Vq_YLw?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/IO3f9sSFt6cRl-_aPHpiTQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/cQjDJTPuiUGK8bgKqT28EA?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/NFQzv-od4RTuxHr-Vq_YLw?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/IO3f9sSFt6cRl-_aPHpiTQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/cQjDJTPuiUGK8bgKqT28EA?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/NFQzv-od4RTuxHr-Vq_YLw?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/IO3f9sSFt6cRl-_aPHpiTQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/cQjDJTPuiUGK8bgKqT28EA?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/NFQzv-od4RTuxHr-Vq_YLw?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/IO3f9sSFt6cRl-_aPHpiTQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/cQjDJTPuiUGK8bgKqT28EA?feat=directlink
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The diver stands on the ice about 35 metres from the helicopter and he tells the 
Group to take their skates off. He holds a rope that is connected to another 
crewmember inside the helicopter. The skaters walk along the rope to the helicopter. 
They hold the rope with one hand; in the other hand they have their skates and poles. 
M2 has difficulty to stay on foot on the ice because of the slipstream from the rotors. 
The crew member tells her to stop walking. The diver on the ice eases off the rope, 
and the crew member pulls her in with the rope, while she holds both feet on the ice. 
The diver picks up the rope again and the other Group members walk one by one 
along the rope to the helicopter. They get in without trouble. 
 

 
13:40 Taken from helicopter (1) 

 
13:41 Taken from helicopter (2) 

 
13:41 Taken from helicopter (3) 

 
13:41 Taken from helicopter (4) 

13:40 hrs 
Everybody is in the helicopter. Some 
pictures and short movies are made from 
the helicopter. 
 
13:45 hrs 
The helicopter takes the Group to 
Visingsö north point, see GPS track, to the 
location of the rescue team from the 
Visingsö fire brigade. That rescue team 
later brings the Group to the ferryboat. 
Before bringing the Group to the ferry the 
firemen asked the Group if they were 

13:55 Helicopter landed 

https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/OyOy6BnHhb-mESy9t5AGsw?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/k_BAXMFV65rqwTBpjbhVKQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/dS9qwwut1O_kxZm2riqNNQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/TkjfMqk93nVEo4NY7Kdm9w?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/ySu1nSWIndy4bdD_pwk2kQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/OyOy6BnHhb-mESy9t5AGsw?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/k_BAXMFV65rqwTBpjbhVKQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/dS9qwwut1O_kxZm2riqNNQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/TkjfMqk93nVEo4NY7Kdm9w?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/ySu1nSWIndy4bdD_pwk2kQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/OyOy6BnHhb-mESy9t5AGsw?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/k_BAXMFV65rqwTBpjbhVKQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/dS9qwwut1O_kxZm2riqNNQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/TkjfMqk93nVEo4NY7Kdm9w?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/ySu1nSWIndy4bdD_pwk2kQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/OyOy6BnHhb-mESy9t5AGsw?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/k_BAXMFV65rqwTBpjbhVKQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/dS9qwwut1O_kxZm2riqNNQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/TkjfMqk93nVEo4NY7Kdm9w?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/ySu1nSWIndy4bdD_pwk2kQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/OyOy6BnHhb-mESy9t5AGsw?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/k_BAXMFV65rqwTBpjbhVKQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/dS9qwwut1O_kxZm2riqNNQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/TkjfMqk93nVEo4NY7Kdm9w?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/ySu1nSWIndy4bdD_pwk2kQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/OyOy6BnHhb-mESy9t5AGsw?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/k_BAXMFV65rqwTBpjbhVKQ?feat=directlink
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interested to visit the fire station, which they did. 
 
Appr. 15:00 hrs 
The ferry returns Group to Gränna harbour.  
 
Between 16:00 and 17:00 hrs 
GL calls ISRAP to let him know the whole Group is rescued from the ice at Visingsö by 
helicopter and safe at Gränna. ML has already got a call from a Swedish friend, who 
tells him about the incident. GL calls ML after that to let him know everyone is safe. 
ISRAP and LTC-M2 have their first contact about the incident. They discuss that it is 
wise to let LLK and the press know the incident happened. 
 
Approximately 18:00 hrs 
ISRAP is busy with writing a press release for the press in Holland, and informing two 
people from HLSK’s sister club LLK about the incident. ISRAP calls LTC-M2 and asks 
him to have contact with GL about a written färdrapport. 
 
Approximately 18:30 hrs 
The Group arrives back at Brantestad at about 18:30. After dinner and after telling all 
the stories and after some discussions the Group realizes they need to create a report 
as soon as possible. LTC-M2 had called GL to ask to be sent a Microsoft Word version 
of the report before they will publish the report on SN. 
 
Approximately 20:30 hrs 
As the internet connection at the house in Brantestad is really bad, ML and M1 decide 
to go to ML’s niece in Hultsfred. As GL is quite taken by what has happened, ML and 
M1 decide to go together, without GL. M1 dictates the report and ML writes the story 
down in MS Word. When it is ready they sent the concept to LTC-M2 for review. 
 
Approximately 23:00 hrs 
LTC-M2 reads the report sent in by ML. He thinks it is strange that GL did not write 
the report, since ML was not present on the tour. Furthermore, the title of the report 
says ”Group ML and GL on Vättern”, which is incorrect since ML was not there. ML 
skypes LTC-M2. LTC-M2 says the title is not correct and asks why GL did not write the 
report. In the background he hears loud laughter and this feels strange to him. LTC-
M2 does not know that ML and M1 are not in Brantestad and he does not know that 
GL is not present there. ML on the other hand has put a lot of effort in the report and 
gets the feeling LTC-M2 is blaming him. A short and heated discussion follows 
between ML and LTC-M2 that is ended by LTC-M2 saying: please get in contact with 
ISRAP. ML and M1 decide then to put the concept as it is on SN. Extra work follows to 
get the films from M1 and the photos from M2 onto SN. The films are edited in order 
to remove all recognizable people before they are uploaded to YouTube (and further 
linked to SN). 
 
Approximately 23:15 hrs 
Some other reports from other skating groups are found by ML and M1 on SN. They 
have the feeling four of these reports are related to the same area as where the 
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Group has skated. Some of these reports describe the same ‘råk’. Further details 
about these reports are to be found in chapter 4. 
 
24:00 hrs 
When ML and M1 arrive back at the house in Brantestad at about 24:00 hrs, all the 
Group members are still awake. A lot more talking is done and GL looks a little bit 
happier. The Group has decided during the evening not to skate the following day, as 
they feel another ‘incident’ could have bad influence on the future for HLSK and 
Dutch skaters in Sweden. 

3.5. The day after 

09:00 hrs 
ISRAP sends an email to all members of Group, explaining he is very glad that 
everyone is safe and that there were no injuries. He offers support to anyone who 
might need it. M2 sends an email back with many thanks and that everyone is fine. 
 
10:00 hrs 
ISRAP makes phone calls to both ML and GL. ML explains to ISRAP that the Group 
decided not to skate today. Everybody is feeling OK and they have positive reactions 
from family/friends and some people from HLSK. Everyone is glad no real accidents 
happened. After breakfast the Group splits up. Some members stay in Sweden some 
time longer, other members return to Holland by car. 
 
Evening 
GL adds his GPS färdspår to the färdrapport on SN. 

3.6. The weeks after 

1 March 2011 
GL, M1 and LTC-M2 meet in Sweden to reconstruct facts concerning the färdspår. 
Their document is the first version of the fact list in this report. They also make a map 
of the north area of Visingsö with the most important events. 
 
27 March 2011 
LTC-M1 (who was ISRAP during the week of the incident) and the complete Group 
meet for a debriefing in Friesland, the Netherlands. Movies and photos are watched 
together. The fact list is extended and the first lessons learned are analyzed together. 
 
6 April 2011 
ML and LTC-M2 have a Skype meeting, explaining each other what happened while 
discussing the färdrapport on the evening of the incident. Half an hour later LTC-M1 
joins the Skype meeting. Together they outline what went wrong and they edit text to 
add to the fact list. 
 
June – December 2011 
The named authors write this report, combining all facts, analyses and opinions 
together. 
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4. EXTERNAL FACTORS 

4.1. Lake Vättern 

This chapter contains mixed information from the 
following sources: 

 Wikipediavi 

 Länsstyrelsenvii i Jönköpings län 

 International Lake Environment 
Committeeviii 

“Vättern” literally means water. Vättern is the 
second largest lake (by surface area) in Sweden, 
after Lake Vänern and the sixth largest lake in 
Europe. It is a long, finger-shaped body of fresh 
water in south central Sweden, situated southeast 
of Vänern. Situated in Götaland, the lake is 
drained by Motala ström, starting at Motala, and 
flowing through Roxen and Glan and continues 
through Norrköping out in Bråviken and the Baltic 
Sea. The lake includes the scenic island of 
Visingsö, located outside Gränna.   

The depth, the relatively large 
water volume, and the 
transparency of the water in 
Lake Vättern make it a unique 
body of water. 

Many of the municipalities in 
the area receive their drinking 
water directly from Vättern. 
The natural, untreated water 
can be safely drunk from 
almost any point in the lake. 
It has been suggested that 
Vättern is the largest body of 
potable water in the world. 

4.1.1. Geography 

The lake's maximum length is 
135 km. The maximum width 
is 31 km. The surface area is 
about 1,912 km². The deepest 
known point, located to the 
south of the island of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sweden
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/V%C3%A4nern
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Europe
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visings%C3%B6
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gr%C3%A4nna
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Lake_V%C3%A4ttern.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Lake_V%C3%A4ttern.png
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Visingsö, is 128 m. The average depth is 40 m. The coast line is about 516 km. The 
volume is 74 km³. The surface elevation is 88 m. These numbers tend to be fixed, as 
the level of the lake is regulated. 

4.1.2. Geology 

The annual post-glacial rebound today is 3.5 mm in northeastern Motala and 2.6 mm 
in southern Jönköping. This means that Vättern is tilting to the south by one 
millimeter every year. 

4.2. Weather surrounding the incident 

The weather at Vättern on Thursday, the day before the incident, was cloudy in the 
morning and sunny in the afternoon; there was no precipitation. On Friday, the day of 
the incident, the weather was mostly cloudy and there was no precipitation. Detailed 
information regarding the actual weather at Visingsö has been obtained from SMHI. 

4.2.1. Temperature 

The temperature from the incident day and the day before, are presented below as a 
function of local time (=UTC+1). 

 

From Thursday early in the morning up to Friday at 13:00 hours when the incident 
happened, the temperature rose from about -13 to +1. 

4.2.2. Wind 

The average wind speed, maximum wind speed and wind direction from the incident 
day and the day before, are presented below as a function of local time (=UTC+1). 

SMHI - Visingsö - actual temperature (deg C) versus local time
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From Thursday early in the morning up to Friday morning, a few hours before the 
incident happened, the average wind speed increased from 1 m/s up to a maximum 
of 11 m/s at 06:00 hours Friday morning. Gusts of wind reached a level over 14 m/s 
on Friday morning. On Friday the wind direction was S-SW. 

4.3. Ice situation at Vättern 

Vättern as lake for skating is well described in “Östgötavatten – guidebok för 
långfärdsskridskoåkareii”, by Krister Valtonen & Peter Dahlén i samarbete med 
Linköpings Långfärdsskridskoklubb. Some interesting parts, such as order of freezing, 

SMHI - Visingsö - actual windspeed (m/s) versus local time
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effect of strong wind and incidents caused by strong wind, have been translated from 
Swedish to English. Paragraph 4.3.4 of this report presents the actual ice situation on 
Vättern at and before the incident. The content of the book is also available at 
http://www.llk.se/register/vattern.htm 

4.3.1. When Vättern freezes 

Northern Vätterns archipelago freezes each year in stage 5 i.e. end of December. 
Great-Vättern freezes in stage 8 (every other year, in February) and 9 (every third 
year, in February). The saying used to say that Vättern freezes every six or seven 
years. Between 1970 and 1996, the lake, however, froze 10 times in its entirety, 
which means that in modern times it froze every third year. To freeze great-Vättern 
requires cold and absolutely calm weather. 

Often the ice blows up before it becomes thick enough for skating. Great-Vättern 
freezes first north of the Röknen islands, inside Motala bay and south of Visingsö. 
Even when most of the lake is frozen, there may still be large areas that are open. 
Recently, Krister Valtonen made a more detailed map, showing the freezing order of 
Vätternix available at http://www.thinkice.com/vatterniskarta.jpg. This figure is 
presented in addendum 4. 

4.3.2. The effect of strong winds on ice at Vättern 

The wind affects the ice on Vättern a lot due to the large surface. It creates an 
enormous force on the ice. If a part of the lake is open, large ice floes can break loose 
and float away.  

It also happens that a large part in the middle of the ice is pushed down under or over 
the surrounding ice such that a large open area is formed. It is said that two 
experienced skaters once would catch up with some friends who started an hour 
earlier. They followed their tracks. Suddenly, they come to a large open area and the 
tracks went straight into the water! When they come to the edge, they see ice with 
the familiar tracks of their friends pressed under the ice they are standing on. 

Strong westerly winds (which are not uncommon), press the ice against the 
Östergötland side. It can thus form a long open pressure-ridge on the Västergötland 
side while the ice is pushed against the Östergötland side, pressed up on land and 
produces large buildups of pack ice if the shore is not too steep. At Omberg there is 
no shore where the ice can be pressed up and huge tensions build up in the ice. These 
tensions can resolve in pure explosions, as has been observed by several groups of 
skaters. Ice movements on Vättern are stronger than on other frozen areas, which is 
partly due to the enormous wind-exposed surfaces, to the lack of many islands 
(except for Norra Vättern) and because fresh-water ice can deform plastically less 
then sea ice. 

When the wind blows over the ice and there is open water further out, the ice will 
start to move in waves. At 10 m/s and 35 cm thick ice waves of a half meter high with 

http://www.llk.se/register/vattern.htm
http://www.thinkice.com/vatterniskarta.jpg
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a period time of 45 seconds have been observed. It is easy to understand the 
enormous forces exerting on the ice. 

The often heard lesson is: it is irresponsible to embark on Vätterns ice in average wind 
speeds above 6 m/s, even more so if the wind is blowing out towards open water. The 
wind is too strong then to be out on the lake! 

Another interesting phenomenon on Vättern is a kind of standing waves which are 
called "Seiche". Seiche occurs especially in fjords or elongated, deep lakes and in 
other waters such as the Baltic Sea. If the wind is blowing then the water is pressed to 
one end. When the wind ceases a wave flows back through the lake. When it reaches 
the opposite shore, the wave turns back, and so on. It's the same effect that occurs 
when you lift one end of a water-filled bath and then lower it. Seiche in Vättern has a 
period time of 179 minutes and may cause an increase in water level of a few 
decimeters at the ends. In the middle of the lake the water level remains unchanged. 

4.3.3. Some incidents caused by strong wind 

Several skaters have experienced the dangers of being out on the ice at high winds. 
Fortunately, nobody died in the modern era, but the line between a good story and a 
fatal accident is sometimes thin. A skater from Norrköping had a coffee break with 
three companions inside Rödgavels cave on January 24, 1987. It was blowing 10 m/s: 
 
"During the coffee break we commented the sharp sounds from the ice, however, 
without having the slightest concern. An unusually loud bang startled us and when we 
looked out over the lake, we saw the ice stood in a long embankment parallel to the 
shore about 75 m out . When the ridge became one and a half meters high it broke 
with a bang and the water spurted up when the ice collapsed. Fascinated, we watched 
the spectacle until we discovered that the ice floe from the wall now was heading 
toward us. In its front large ice pieces broke loose and mashed. As the cave lies in a 
vertical rock wall, we had no chance to save us ashore. We had to hastily snatch up 
our backpacks, fasten the skates and find a passage over the ice from the wall if we 
did not want to be trapped in the cave. We managed without mishap. Much 
frightened, we looked at the cave, which slowly filled with mashed broken ice floe. "  

During the season of 1993/94, there was a group of skaters from Motala visiting 
Rödgavels cave. There was a band of ice along Omberg but it was open farther out. 
The wind was strong from the SW. It was noticed that ice was suddenly moving from 
the SW on top of the ice as they were on. The ice is pushed forward at a brisk walking 
pace, about 5 km / h, and is 10-12 cm thick and consists of an entire sheet. They 
choose to jump on and skate on the moving ice. At Stocklycke they manage to come 
to the end of the moving ice sheet and the whole group gets off unscathed. They 
watch the ice in a huge crash being pressed against the vertical cliffs. The power is 
impressive. The size of the ice sheet was more than 500 m long along the shore and 
with a width of 75-100 m. 

On February 4, 1996 seven skaters were rescued by helicopter outside Medevi under 
very tragic circumstances. They had jumped ashore on a small island (Lakaskär). One 
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person ended up briefly under the ice that was pressed on to the island. He could be 
rescued, dazed and with abrasions.  

4.3.4. Actual ice situation 2010/2011 

Vättern froze 2010/2011 in the following order (based on SN tour reports): 
 
2010-12-04 First report for season 2010/2011; Norra Vättern 
2010-12-15 First report Tokanäset and Motala 
2010-12-17 First report Jönköping area 
2010-12-29 First report Röknen islands 
2011-02-13 “New moon area” north from Röknen area; reached from Tokanäset 
2011-02-15 First report Hjö – Jönköping; also Skarven south from Röknen islands 
2011-02-16 First report Karlsborg – Jönköping 
2011-02-17 First report with crossing north of Motala - Karlsborg 
2011-02-19 First report with a crossing south of Motala 
2011-02-20 First report with a crossing north from Omberg 
 
The picture aside shows 
all SN/Vättern tour 
reports available on the 
morning of 2011-02-25, 
the day of the incident, 
for season 2010/2011. 
 
The skating conditions on 
Vättern, from an over-all 
point of view, were 
extremely good during 
season 2010/2011; 
mostly very smooth ice 
and hardly pressure-
ridges. The ice thickness 
varied depending on 
when it froze and was 
roughly 22 cm (mainly 
based on ice thicknesses 
after the large ice 
movement on February 
25th). 

4.3.5. Satellite pictures of Vättern 

Satellite pictures from Aeronetx (Gustav Dalen Tower Subset 250m - Terra 721) do not 
provide additional information during the days just before and after the incident, as it 
was clouded when the satellite passed. The nearest dates with pictures taken during a 
clear sky are from February 19 & 20 and March 5. The pictures of February 19 (at 
11:10) and 20 (at 11:55) give some additional information and are shown below. 
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Aeronet 2011-02-19 zoomed in 

 
Aeronet 2011-02-20 zoomed in 

These two pictures indicate a significant ice movement between Visingsö and 
Hästholmen (actually between a point on the west side of Visingsö about 3 km south 
of the north point, and a few km north of Hästholmen). On the picture of the 20th, 
white spots moved and new black spots in between appear in this area indicating that 
the ice broke in large ice floes; the new black areas in between must be open 
water/new ice. Also from earlier and later satellite pictures it is clear that significant 
ice movements occur more or less constantly on Vättern. 

4.4. Other HLSK tours with importance to this tour 

Other tours from the same Group before the incident: 
1. On Tuesday 22 February 2011, GL, M1 and M2 made a reconnaissance tour, SN 

tour report 31084, Östersjön/Blankaholm/Gåsfjärden/about 14 km south of 
Västervik, 3 km. Their conclusion: not good for skating. 

2. Wednesday 23 February, SN tour report 30719, from Jönköping up north on 
Västgöta side. No problems encountered, but a lot of noise in the ice. 

3. Thursday 24 February, SN tour report 30756, from Gränna about 18 km in the 
direction of Huskvarna, then to the south end of Visingsö and back to Gränna. No 
problems encountered. 

 
Also another HLSK-group was skating in Sweden during the same period: 
1. Thursday 24 February, SN tour report 30750, Skåne/Västersjön and Rosssjön. 
2. Friday 25 February, SN tour report 30975, Vättern/Hjo and Karlsborg. Remarks: 

They left the ice at Hjo because the ice started to move and they continued 
skating in Karlsborg. 

 
And another HLSK-group was skating on Vättern a few days earlier: 
1. Thursday 17 February, SN tour report 30310, Hjo - Jönköping 

https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/Fr38idyHXwQIksFK2EFmqw?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/u59m9JnBzhO2PVbRFlw5wg?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/Fr38idyHXwQIksFK2EFmqw?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/u59m9JnBzhO2PVbRFlw5wg?feat=directlink
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2. Saturday 19 February, SN tour report 30408, Tokanäset - Jönköping (via Västgöta 
side)  

4.5. Other tours on February 25th with importance to this tour 

The following tours on February, 25th 2011 with importance to this tour have been 
found on SN: 
1. SN report 30782/LLK/privat/start 07:20 at Jönköping, followed the west side to 

Hammarbro, 133 km. Remarks: Their initial plan was to skate along the east coast. 
After checking the wind conditions, they decided to keep the west coast. At Hjo, 
after about 50km, they passed for the first time an open pressure-ridge. Just 
south from Karlsborg they see for the first time real ice movements. 

2. SN report 30793/SSSK/privat/start 07:40 at Huskvarna, via west side to 
Olshammar, 132 km. Remarks:  After a break at Hjo they met the other HLSK 
group who warned them for moving ice. A few hundred meters later, they see the 
moving ice which made a lot a noise and built up 5m high ice-walls. 

3. SN report 30797/LSS/G4/start time 09:05 at Canoe club Jönköping, then Visingsö 
south point, direction west to Västgöta side, Vrångebäck; 64 km. Remarks:  a wide 
open pressure ridge created around 12:00 from the middle of Visingsö straight 
westward.  It changed direction to the north at Västgöta side. 

4. SN report 30787 /ÖL/privat/start at 09:30 at Jönköping, followed the east side to 
Motala/Råssnäs; 105 km. Remarks: a wide open pressure-ridge was encountered 
which came from the north end of Visingsö. It changed direction towards north 
closer to land. They continued skating on the ice between the open pressure-
ridge and land. The remaining ice became all the time smaller and finally forced 
them to go on land for about one km. 
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5. ANALYSIS AND LESSONS LEARNED 

5.1. Preparation 

An incident (or worse: an accident) is rarely the result of a single event. Usually it is a 
chain of events leading to a dangerous situation and possibly an accident. This is also 
the case with the Visingsö-incident. We will point out and discuss the several events 
that, in combination, caused the incident to happen. 

5.1.1. The choice for Brantestad as permanent base 

Finding safe and good natural ice for skating knows two variables: place and time. 
Swedish skaters often make use of time: if there is no skateable ice nearby today, 
then maybe there will be tomorrow or next week. The Dutch, out on a four day trip 
planned in advance, do not have time as a variable option. They want to skate during 
the planned trip. So they have to find skateable ice somewhere. Their variable is 
place, not time. 
 
In general you may say that a permanent lodging place in a fixed time schedule is a 
prelude for possible less optimal decisions compared with a situation in which the 
group is flexible and relies on vandrarhems. The pressure on the guides to go skating 
is heavy and from a permanent residence the guide will have to find the ice within a 
circle with a radius of no more than 100 - 120 km (a maximum of 2 hrs. drive forth 
and back). This logistic element has had a decisive impact on the options that were 
defined for the Friday tour. There were four areas where good skating was possible, 
the West coast, Vänern, Vättern and the East coast. The East coast was considered 
not good because of the Västervik experience earlier that week. But Vänern and the 
West coast were disregarded from a logistic point of view. Had the group been 
flexible, then a vandrarhem somewhere south of Vänern would have made three 
areas possible. Now only Vättern remained and even within Vättern, some options 
(like Karlsborg) were too far away to reach for a day trip. Keeping the place to sleep 
variable is the best guarantee for finding good and safe ice when the dates are fixed. 

5.1.2. Gathering information 

The lack of good internet access for several days has increased the chances that GL 
and ML did not sufficiently realize what the increasing wind force and the rising 
temperature meant for the risks involved in their plan for Friday. Not checking the 
actual wind speed and direction on Friday morning was an important omission. A LLK 
group that planned to skate the length of Vättern from south to north along the east 
coast, noticed Friday morning via SMHI that the wind speed amounted to 11 m/s (6 
Beaufort) with gusts up to 14 m/s (7 Beaufort). As a result, the group changed plan 
and decided to skate along the west coast route. They completed the trip without any 
problems, see färdrapport SN 30782 from LLK. What can be learned from this is that 
the guide should always check the latest possible actuals and forecast for the day. 
This is imperative when the plan involves skating on large lakes, like Vättern, Vänern, 
or on sea. Weather conditions can easily increase the risks to an unacceptable level. 
Using the latest data is essential to be able to change the plan in order to decrease 
the risks. 
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5.1.3. Seeking alternatives for gathering information 

When the lodging place has no proper functioning internet access or/and mobile 
internet fails too, it is essential to seek alternatives. A simple and often excellent 
alternative is making a stop at a public place that offers (free) Wi-Fi. For example, all 
McDonald's in Sweden offer free internet and often have very long opening hours. On 
the road from Brantestad to Gränna there is no McDonald’s to be found, but in 
Jönköping there are several. A stop of about 15 to 20 minutes is enough to check he 
weather situation. Second alternative is to check the weather actuals and forecast 
roughly on Swedish teletext, in a place where TV is present. Third alternative is to 
make a phone call to the weather line of SMHI. Fourth alternative is to make use of a 
commercial SMS service on the local weather. Fifth option is to call ISRAP to make a 
short summary weather report or update for the target area. 

5.1.4. Absence of the main leader (ML) 

The absence of ML on Friday has certainly affected the risk level of the tour. Not 
because it can be said with certainty that ML would have recognized the risks earlier 
(although ML has the most experience within the Group) and would have aborted the 
tour. But simply because two people, a guide and a trainee guide (as practiced in 
HLSK) have an added value. They can consult each other, pose critical questions to 
each other, they possess a double pair of senses: it decreases the chance that 
something is overlooked. When on Thursday it became clear that ML would not 
participate, that was a critical moment. The Group was aware of this, but mainly with 
respect to the status of the trip, a HLSK Klubbtur versus a Privattur. When an event 
like this happens again, the Group should be aware that the absence of the main 
guide constitutes a major risk-increasing factor. When this happens serious risk 
mitigation measure(s) ought to be taken. The options are: plan a different and more 
safe route, choose another (smaller) lake or join another skating group, in this case 
the other HLSK group skating on Vättern that Friday, led by a recognized guide. As a 
last resort, ISRAP could have tried to arrange a leader from HLSK’s sisterclub LLK to 
lead the Group. 

5.1.5. The three options for the Friday tour 

Retrospectively one can say that the option chosen, out of three options for skating 
on Vättern that day, was in fact the option that carried the most risks. In the option 
chosen, the Group had to cross the ice to Visingsö twice; in the other options no 
crossing was involved. Furthermore, he north point of Visingsö is known to some 
skaters as a location where more often breaking and drifting ice occurs. This was not 
known to ML and GL. However, if one had taken a good look at the GPS tracks on 
Skridsko.net, it could have been noticed that no skaters at all had rounded the north 
point of Visingsö in the weeks before. It seems that the fact that on the previous days 
almost the whole of Vättern seemed skateable and safe to GL and the Group, had an 
impact on the choice they made for Friday. It is logical that a trip to the island did 
appeal (especially when combined with logistics, see the remarks regarding the choice 
of Brantestad). The most important learning point in this seems to be that all three 
options should have been considered in view of the risk increasing factors that were 
present: ML not skating; GL having no jurisdiction as main guide; very strong wind; 
major temperature change since the days before; a lot of noise and sounds on 
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Wednesday; Vättern is notorious as a high risk lake. If these factors would have been 
recognized and evaluated properly, it would have been obvious that a fourth option 
was needed: choose a safer area or another lake or join the other HLSK group on 
Vättern, whether or not in consultation with ISRAP. 

5.1.6. Getting advice from ISRAP 

This aspect could have been done better, and in view of the leader training ought to 
have been done better. Vättern is, also to ML and GL, known as an exceptional lake 
with special ice circumstancesxi. To plan and make a tour on Vättern without a lot 
more information than the guides had actually collected, is not consistent with what 
the HLSK guides and trainee guides practiced during the training weekends. It would 
have been easy to contact ISRAP in order to get the proper information and that 
would have spared time that could have been used for other purposes. It is hard to 
tell afterwards, but chances are high that ISRAP would have given the advice to work 
out another option for the Friday tour, considering the factors that ISRAP would have 
heard from GL (the absence of ML) and/or checked himself (wind predictions) on the 
evening before the tour. 

5.1.7. Stay alert and reduce making assumptions 

Past performance is not a reliable guide to future returns. A well-known saying in the 
financial world. But on natural ice in Sweden it may be even more applicable. The 
good conditions on Wednesday and Thursday gave ML and GL the feeling that it could 
not go wrong on Vättern, and they held on to this feeling after risk-increasing events 
took place, that they were aware of (two of the important factors being: ML not 
skating and very strong wind). This case demonstrates that this very situation is a 
trap: to think a tour is possible and safe, because the day(s) before the conditions 
were good and safe. 
 
When you skate on natural ice there are four important issues: 
 

1. the situation can change completely within minutes of time; 

2. constant vigilance before and during the trip is of great importance; 

3. always double-check plans and circumstances and make use of the best and 

most recent information; 

4. be critical to each other as guides (or guide and trainee guide) and always 

consider risk mitigation options. 

Each skating tour must be considered as a new journey with unknown factors. 

5.1.8. Skating on the same lake several days in a row 

Some believe that skating on the same lake for several days after each other reduces 
the risks. Because you learn where the weak spots are, where it is safe and what to 
look out for. This reasoning is basically correct. But what is forgotten is that skating 
for several days on the same lake (or in the same track, as often happens in the 
Netherlands) may cause attention and awareness to slacken. Combined with the 
assumption that it is safe because it was safe yesterday or because others have taken 
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the same route, it might increase safety risks more than the reduction that may have 
been the result of getting to know the specific lake better. 
 
Another reason why skating on a big lake like Vättern can make you less careful, is 
that you think you are skating on the same lake with the same ice conditions, but in 
fact the situations on Vättern vary a lot due to the mere size of Vättern and its 
different freezing stages. 
 
In this case, suppose GL decided, after two days Vättern, to go skating on Vänern (a 
realistic option during the period of the trip). Would he then have thought "there isn’t 
any ‘no’ for sale (you cannot do it wrong)? Probably not. The area would have been 
completely new to GL, and chances are high that the route and approach that would 
have been chosen would have been on the very safe side, as he did on the first day on 
Vättern. There is also a chance that GL had called or ordered ISRAP to obtain 
information about Vänern. Discovering new lakes therefore does not lead to risk 
increase by itself. It rather might work in the opposite way. Alertness has to be higher 
in a new area and the necessity of information gathering becomes more manifest. 

5.1.9. Mobile phones and GPS ready 

On the evening before the Friday tour, GL made sure that the batteries of more than 
one mobile phone were fully loaded and several members should take their mobile 
phones with them. He himself made sure his GPS was loaded and functioning. A very 
wise preparation, as it turned out. Both mobile phone and GPS were used in a good 
manner. The fact that M2 needed time to reload her prepaid phone credit while 
waiting for the helicopter is a lesson: when in a critical situation, there is no time, and 
one should not have to worry about phone credits. 

5.1.10. Risk calculation up front 

Having mentioned all the above circumstances, it is clear to the authors that neither 
ML nor GL thought about (or had time for) making a summary of the risk factors 
involved. The following table shows the risk factors, where each factor is stated as 
‘aware’ or ‘unaware’ to ML and GL: 
 
Risk Description ML and GL were 

1. Vättern is an exceptional lake by itself Aware 

2. The wind was getting stronger from Thursday to Friday Aware 

3. The leader with most experience (ML) stayed home Aware 

4. It was the first time that GL would lead a group all by himself 
on Vättern 

Aware 

5. The newly assigned kö-ledare did not participate in leader 
training 

Aware 

6. Skating around Visingsö from Gränna means automatically you 
have to cross 7 km ‘open ice’ twice, in order to reach Visingsö 
and return to Gränna again. So you cannot stay close to the 
coast at all times 

Aware 

7. With wind from southern directions and skating at the north 
point of Visingsö, if ice starts to float, it will float away from the 
island onto great Vättern 

Aware 

8. No contact was established with ISRAP Aware 

9. Not fully informed due to malfunctioning internet Aware 

10. The north point of Visingsö is known to some skaters as a 
location where more often breaking and drifting ice occurs. 

Unaware 
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11. Up to the 25th there were no GPS-tracks on SN that showed 
anyone skated around the north point of Visingsö 

Unaware 

12. There was a big rise in temperature from Wednesday night to 
Friday noon 

Unaware 

13. The logistics concerning sleeping place Brantestad had negative 
influence on the decision about the plans for Friday 

Unaware 

14. Skating on the same lake several days in a row without 
problems can make you less careful 

Unaware 

 
As soon as it is clear that more than one risk increasing factor comes up while 
planning a tour, it should be of second nature for leaders to build in risk decreasing 
factors to bring back the risk level to normal proportions. Had ML or GL made up, or 
realized, the existence of the above list on Thursday, would they then have taken 
more precautions? We will never know for sure, but the fact remains that it is wise to 
realize, summarize and discuss the situation you are in. 
 
A second lesson from the above table, is to realize that there always might be hidden 
risk increasing factors, circumstances you do not know of because of lack of 
experience, missing information or omissions in your thinking. Being ‘sharp’ is 
essential for performing safe skating trips. 

5.2. The tour itself 

5.2.1. Observations during the tour 

Preparation is a good start for a safe tour. But, to assure safety during the tour is of 
even bigger importance. Before the Group came into problems, there were several 
moments in which they could have become aware of the increasing risks. The first 
moment is between the arrival at Gränna and skating to the fika place. GL and the 
Group turned for skating against the wind for a short while, to find out if skating in 
southern directions was possible at all. Had GL not only tested the wind for this 
matter, but also thought about the wind with regards to the influence on the ice, he 
might have got worried earlier. A second critical moment is the group passing two 
släppråkar, just before and after the fika. Råkar, and especially släppråkar, in 
combination with strong wind form a possible prelude to drifting ice. Had GL had 
more experience with these situations, he probably would have broken off the tour 
earlier than he did now. The lesson here is that any plan is not more than just a plan. 
Sticking to the plan for too long can lead to trouble. Observations during a trip are of 
even more value than information gathered up front. Plans are made to structure 
your thoughts, but not for continuing them coute-que-coute. Having said this, it was a 
very wise decision from GL to break off the plan after the two släppråkar the Group 
encountered around 11:20. Better late than never. 

5.2.2. Alertness during passages 

When searching for a passage through (in this case) bad ice, changes in the ice 
conditions in a wider area tend to be overlooked. During the passage just before and 
after the Group had their fika, there might well have been signals that the ice started 
to break loose from the north point of Visingsö (but we will never know for sure). GL 
and all others in the Group were busy making the passage and forgot to look around. 
This is a known phenomenon. A solution might be to assign someone in the group 
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(e.g. the kö-ledare or someone else in the group) to watch for changes in ice 
conditions in a wider area. This "scout" will then report regularly to the guide. This 
increases the likelihood that risk signals are noticed in time. In this case this approach 
could have worked when the råk immediately before and after the coffee break was 
crossed. Suppose that this råk rounded the north point of Visingsö and has eventually 
developed into the large open water between the ice, where the Group was, and 
Visingsö. A scout, who had been commissioned to keep an eye on the råk, might have 
noticed the danger already when the others were still seeking a passage through the 
skravelis after the fika. That might have been in time to stay or get back to the safe 
side of the råk to return to the island without trouble. It is not recommended to cross 
a släppråk that is between you and land with wind blowing from land. 

5.2.3. Group signals 

During the first part of the skating tour, some members picked up signals from which 
they state later it could have been important to report to GL. M4 noticed the wind 
was stronger than the previous day. M5 and M2 found the råk they passed twice 
remarkable. M3 noticed that the windbag at the airfield stood stiff in the wind. None 
of them discussed these observations with GL. It might have been the case that if they 
would have mentioned those things, GL would have been worried earlier about the 
situation they were in. There are two parts in this: all members of a group should 
mention all observations that could be of importance to the safety level of the tour; 
and the leader(s) should always take any signal serious and give some kind of 
explanation about what he derives from that information. The additional senses in 
the group are useful in decreasing the risks, but mentioning and discussion is 
necessary to give value and consequences to the observations. 

5.2.4. The 112 call 

To call 112 before the situation got out of hand was a very good decision that 
hopefully will work as an example for all the other guides in HLSK. To continue when 
risks are already too high, is an easily made mistake. Also the fuss involving a 
helicopter rescue operation could be an obstacle to call 112. It should never be! GL 
and the group have done particularly well in this situation: recognize that the risks are 
increasing rapidly and beyond their experience level, consult with the group, remain 
calm, make the (difficult!) decision, let M5 comply with the majority, then call 112, 
remain calm again, charge the phone, answer the call back, get in the helicopter safe, 
film the operation, keep talking together and remain united as a group. Again, an 
example to us all! 

5.3. Influence from weather and ice 

5.3.1. Dutch knowledge 

Knowledge of ice conditions and weather influence on ice in the Dutch situation is not 
of much help in Sweden. In fact, it can lead to dangerous decisions. Many factors 
relevant in Sweden (too many to mention here) do not exist in The Netherlands. 
Therefore, projection of the Dutch situation to Sweden may easily lead to under-
estimation of the risks involved. An example from the Visingsö incident: during the 
evaluation meeting in March, M5 still felt the Group should have been trying to reach 
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the west coast of Vättern. Although this attempt could have been successful, the 
mere thought of trying to cross Vättern while you are in an area with large open 
cracks on a very large lake is an example of underestimating the risks that were 
already present, due to lack of experience in the Swedish situation. To continue after 
the safety margin has already been diminished, is a known problem and often leads to 
worse consequences than is inevitable. Dutch skaters in Sweden should always realize 
that, in addition to the known factors, chances are high there are a lot of unknown 
extra factors at hand. 

5.3.2. The influence of wind 

The main reason for the ice starting to float on Friday, is most probably the SSW wind 
blowing over Vättern. As said earlier, wind puts an enormous pressure on any large 
ice area. Therefore, checking the actual wind speed and, when worried, building in 
risk decreasing actions is the best way to proceed. GL should have realized that the 
wind speeds he encountered while out on the ice on Vättern, was potentially 
dangerous. 
 
Besides checking wind speed and wind direction, actual as well as forecast, there is 
another thing one can/should do to reduce risks regarding wind and breaking / 
drifting ice. In strong winds it is recommended that you have an idea beforehand 

which side(s) of the lake are potential 
unsafe and where the ice may break and 
goes drifting in the area where you are 
skating. If we look at the map of Vättern, 
we see that SW and NE wind will impact 
most, because the wind then ‘hits’ the 
largest continuous ice-surface and is able 
to build up an enormous pressure even 
when the ice top layer is smooth 
(reference: Simpnäs report, Johan 
Porsbyxii). Vättern is big enough for any 
wind to cause ice breaking and shifting, 
but SSW and NNE winds hold the 
greatest risk. The island Visingsö 
‘anchors’ the ice at the southern part a 
bit, maybe preventing it slightly from 
drifting away under SSW winds. The 
largest continuous surface getting 
pushed by the wind is ‘great Vättern’ 
north of Visingsö. Hence the fact that if 
the ice is pressed by SSW winds the risk 
of breaking up is greatest on the north 
point of Visingsö and along the coasts 
north of Visingsö. Add up the fact that 

the north point of Visingsö is within the last stage of isläggning (see addendum 4, but 
note that this map of isläggning stages was not available at the time of the incident; it 
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was issued 2011-03-27), which might cause the ice to be thinner there, then it 
becomes clear that the risks are high in that area. 
 
In Sweden the north point of Visingsö is known to some skaters as a location where 
more often breaking and drifting ice occurs. With a strong SW – S wind the large ice 
shelf of central Vättern north of Visingsö breaks loose from the ice in the southern 

part. For the day of the 
incident, this theory is 
supported by the 
observations reported on SN 
in reports 30797 and 30787. 
Both reports describe open 
water going all the way from 
Visingsö respectively to the 
west and east coast. Note 
that it is absolutely not 
possible to predict exactly 
when and where the ice is 
going to break, because 
there are many factors of 
influence. Where it happens 
varies from season to season 
and from day to day. What 
can be done is to make an 
educated guess if and where 
it may happen, given the 
direction and strength of the 
wind forecast and the actual 

ice conditions. To give this some thought during preparation increases awareness and 
accelerates the experience you gain when it actually happens. Both ML and GL know 
the risks of strong winds, but in this case, they were not aware that the choice to let 
GL and Group skate around the north point of Visingsö increased the risk of getting on 
drifting ice. 

5.3.3. Keeping track of temperature changes 

Both ML and GL were not fully aware of the relatively big change in temperature 
during their multi day skating trip. As it turned out, Vättern took them by surprise on 
Friday. The days before, it felt like nothing could go wrong. Most of the ice was of the 
best type known, kärnis, and thick. But as is the case in many situations, weather as 
well as the ice give some signals in advance of upcoming changes in skating 
conditions. One of the signals was the change of temperature from about -15 degrees 
C during the day before the incident to zero degrees C when the incident took place. 
Would they have realized it, they might have been more conscientious about the 
impact of temperature changes. One of them is the expansion of the top layer of the 
ice over large areas when the temperature rises. The following table shows the 
amount of expansion of ice on certain Vättern distances when the temperature rises 

The picture that shows the open water at the north point of Visingsö best. 
Ctrl+click to enlarge. 

https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/k_BAXMFV65rqwTBpjbhVKQ?feat=directlink
https://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/k_BAXMFV65rqwTBpjbhVKQ?feat=directlink
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from -15 to 0 degrees Celsius (from which we assume that the ice can ‘absorb’ a 
temperature increase of 5 degrees without causing an expansion): 
 
Track Distance Expansion for 10 degrees 

rise of temperature 

Average width of Vättern 20 km 11 meter 

From Visingsö to Jungfrun 45 km 25 meter 

Total length of Vättern 130 km 72 meter 

Source for formula: Ice physics, Hobbs, page 347xiii. 

 
Vättern has on some places very steep walls which do not allow the ice to expand on 
the shore. It means that, even when there had been no wind at all, at some places the 
ice at Vättern has to shift under and over to make room for the expansion. It implies 
that there will be cracks that breaks and loosens the ice. When wind then starts to 
increase, there is not much needed to make the ice move (maybe even less than the 
critical 6 m/s for Vättern as mentioned in the book Östgötavatten). We will never 
know for sure, but it could well be that the combination of the changing temperatures 
from Wednesday to Thursday to Friday (expansion leading to cracks) and strong wind 
forces on Friday (causing the ice to move) together formed the pitfall in which GL and 
Group stepped into. Therefore we take a closer look at temperature changes, 
including sounds from the ice, in the next paragraph. 

5.3.4. Noises from the ice due to temperature changes 

The temperature varied during the days before the incident and the day of the 
incident, as follows: 
 
Date Minimum temperature Maximum temperature 

February 23 -15 degrees C in the morning -7 degrees C shortly in the afternoon 

February 24 -14 degree C at 04:00 -4 degree C at 14:00 

February 25 -6 degree C at 00:00 +1 degree C at 14:00 

Reference: Temperature at Brahehus (SE_SRA_VVIS618), circa 6 km NE from Gränna, 
Trafikverketxiv via www.skridsko.net. 

 

 
 
The air temperature affects the length of the ice at the upper side while the lower 
side remains constant due to the water temperature of 0 degree C just under the ice. 
When the air temperature decreases then the ice will shrink at the upper side, while 
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the length of the ice at the lower side will remain the same. This will cause the ice to 
bend. Initially the ice will start to bend in one large arc. However, the weight of the 
ice causes it to break into shorter, parallel arcs with a crack on the upper side 
between each arc. When the ice is thick (about 20 cm and more) then the cracks due 
to temperature difference can become large/deep enough to fully break the ice. This 
process is often accompanied by a lot of noise (Swedish: “isen råmar”). These sounds 
will continue as long as the ice temperature at the upper side is decreasing but when 
the temperature stabilizes at a certain point then the process will reduce and finally 
stop. These sounds may be frightening but this phenomenon normally does not affect 
safety very much. 
 
When the air temperature rises then the ice will expand at the upper side. This is the 
general cause of pressure ridges (Swedish: råkar). Sometimes the ice can expand 
freely. Then the expansion occurs without noise. But more generally, the ice cannot 
expand freely and the pressure in the ice may increase a lot until it finally results in a 
pressure ridge and/or ice sheets moving under or over each other. Sounds like 
explosions or thunder may accompany it.  
  
Probably the group noticed both kind of sounds during different periods on 
Wednesday and Thursday. The whole Group stated after the incident that there were 
no sounds from the ice on Friday, not even at the fika place (although the sounds 
might be overheard due to the hard wind). In the case of the Visingsö incident the 
cracks from Wednesday and Thursday, from shrinking ice as well as expanding ice, 
may have made it possible on Friday for the ice to start to move, and after that the 
strong wind caused breaking up and moving of the ice on a larger scale. 
 
The hypothesis for a lesson to be learned is: when big rapid temperature changes are 
followed by increasing wind speed or wind changing direction, it could well be 
possible that ice starts to move more easily than it would normally do. Hearing 
sounds like “råma”, thundering and/or explosions are an indication to be extra careful 
when the wind speed increases, or wind changes direction, within the next day(s). 
 
It is not easy to give the correct explanation of the noises the Group has heard on 
Wednesday and Thursday. The thunderous noises on Wednesday and the rising 
temperature and incoming sun radiation during the day seem to indicate expanding 
ice rather than shrinking ice. The singing noises on Thursday (no thunderous, 
threatening noises like on Wednesday were heard that day) seem to indicate the 
opposite, but this explanation is not consistent with the temperature on Thursday. 
Possibly more factors were relevant, like re-freezing during the night, incoming sun 
radiation during the day, wind-direction, wind-force, air pressure and maybe other 
new factors, that were not noted and/or analyzed.  It could also be that the ice would 
have moved on Friday anyway, due to the wind, without temperature changes at all. 
We look forward to hear the thoughts of others about these phenomena and their 
correct physical explanation. 
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5.3.5. Reporting ice conditions 

Another group of HLSK skated on the same day of the incident on the west side of 
Vättern. The leader of that group decided to leave the ice at Hjo when the ice started 
to move and went by car to the north for further skating at Karlsborg. They took it 
very careful, because they were astonished by what they had seen concerning moving 
huge ice blocks earlier that day at Hjo. It is speculation of course, but what if the 
leader of that group had reported early that day (before 11:00) to ISRAP? Would 
ISRAP then have phoned to ML and (after hearing that ML was not well and stayed 
home) to GL? In any case: when observations or decisions are made, that might be of 
value to others, communication is important. 

5.4. Club matters 

5.4.1. Group classification 

The fact that ML had trouble to keep up with the pace of the group on Thursday is a 
risk increasing factor. As a lead guide you should lead only Dutch groups in which at 
least one of the participants is slower than you are. Better still: the number of skaters 
that is faster than you are, should be limited to one or two at the most. Otherwise 
you may easily get exhausted, especially during a trip of four or more days. 
Exhaustion leads to loss of alertness and sharpness of mind of the guide, and 
therefore increases the risk level for the whole group. The lesson for HLSK is that we 
should pay closer attention to the classification of groups (from I to V) and matching 
guides. The group should be kept together, especially when skating in Sweden, where 
the risks are intrinsically higher than when skating in the Netherlands. 

5.4.2. Change of status from HLSK-Klubbtur to Privattur 

During the multi-day trip, the group changed the status for their Friday tour from 
official HLSK-Klubbtur to Privattur, after ML announced that he was staying home. In 
doing so, the Group felt like they had avoided breaking any HLSK-rule. It gave them a 
feeling to be free to let GL lead the tour by himself, without the more experienced 
ML. But, the Group forgot to think about the consequences on safety issues of this 
decision: why does HLSK actually have such a rule? The lesson is that HLSK rules need 
to be explained and clarified: is it possible and if so, under what circumstances, to 
change a day tour within a HLSK klubbtrip into a privattur? Why does HLSK state that 
two guides should be present on a Klubbtur? What is the reason that abandoning 
these rules increases the risk factor of a tour? Those aspects should be clarified by the 
HLSK board to the members. 

5.4.3. Support after the incident 

The intake, support, fact finding and reporting after the incident is an interesting 
point. Most of these aspects went very well, which has led to this final report with a 
lot of lessons learned. One event however, brought food for thought. Directly after 
the Visingsö incident, ISRAP and LTC-M2 requested a report on SN the same evening. 
But GL was temporarily out of balance, exhausted from the events, and unable to 
write a report. Instead, ML with M1 left the Group to a place with internet connection 
to write the report. They contacted LTC-M2, which led to critical questions from LTC-
M2 why GL was not there and why the title suggested that ML had been present on 
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the tour. LTC-M2 also wondered about the laughter in the background, since he did 
not know ML and M1 were at another place. ML felt the questions as being blamed 
and he also links the bad communication to a previous Skype chat on the Sunday 
evening before the trip, during which he felt no support from LTC-M2. The text of the 
Skype chat meeting is available (addendum 3). The communication problems 
between ML and LTC-M2 were due to misinterpretation. The lesson is that HLSK 
should put together a short directive, with do’s and don’ts after an incident or an 
accident: both for the group and for those who are keeping in touch with the group. 
What behavior and communication is to be expected from the guide(s), who just 
experienced an incident? What kind of support does the Group need? How to make 
sure that facts are documented as soon as possible? These are the questions HLSK 
must answer in order to establish a best practice. 

5.4.4. The role of ISRAP 

ML and GL did not make use of the advice and services of ISRAP on the evening 
before their tour on Friday. On the other hand, ISRAP did not take the initiative to 
contact ML or GL himself. Would this have been the case, risks could have been 
decreased. So, the question is: why wasn’t there any contact? The role and benefits of 
ISRAP should be better defined within HLSK. The complexity of multiple day skating 
trips abroad is of such nature that guides should be able to consult a very well 
informed outsider for advice, not only for facts. There must not be any barriers to stay 
in touch. The more independent role of ISRAP is of great importance, since he is not 
feeling the pressure of the Group to go skating under all circumstances. On the other 
hand it must be very clear that the responsibility for the trip in total and the day tours 
in particular rests with the guides and group at all times. 

5.4.5. Previous incident reports 

In existing Swedish incident reports there are a lot of very interesting lessons to be 
learned, which have a direct or indirect relation to several aspects of the Visingsö 
incident handled here. Strong wind causing ice drift has been described more often. 
The lessons learned from the previously published reports on incidents in Sweden 
should be translated into Dutch or English, to give the leaders(-to-be) in HLSK the 
possibility to read and understand about the risks that are involved with skating in 
Sweden. 

5.4.6. Maps of the big lakes 

During the season 2010/2011, HLSK started to build a collection with maps of skating 
areas in Sweden to be used by the leaders. The collection should be extended with 
maps of the big waters that picture them as a whole. GL only had a partial map of 
Vättern available and it made him wondering how far the west coast of Vättern really 
was. Planning a proper escape route is only possible when you have knowledge of the 
total area in which you are moving around. 

5.4.7. Multi day trips versus day tours 

The incident described in this report shows that some risk increasing factors originate 
from the fact that HLSK is doing multi day skating trips abroad. A multi day trip, 
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compared to a day tour, adds (at least) the following difficulties (the factors that are 
manifest in this case are marked with *): 
 
1. Pressure on the guides to find ice and go skating is higher*; 
2. Information gathering while preparing a tour is more difficult, since you are not at 

home with a comfortable internet/telephone connection*; 
3. Time can no longer be used as variable to find ice, since the trip has to be planned 

and once you are abroad, the decision to go back home is not easily taken*; 
4. Using place as variable to find good ice means the guides have to cover a big 

target area (e.g. southern Sweden). Chances are high that the lake/sea they skate 
on is more or less new to them*; 

5. It is impossible to follow and keep in mind the ice-history and -progress during a 
longer period in all the areas where HLSK might go skating, because you do not 
know up front which area you are going to; 

6. The group normally skates multiple days in a row without resting day, which 
means the guides have less time (in fact, only a few hours in the evening) to 
prepare their next day tour*; 

7. The group might put pressure on arranging a fixed sleeping place for the whole 
trip, since carrying your stuff each single day is not so attractive*; 

8. Differences in skating speed between participants are more difficult to address, 
since you are out with a group and an individual switching to another group is not 
possible*; 

9. Group effects, when negative, have more impact than when you can say goodbye 
to each other at the end of the day;  

10. Consulting someone (e.g. ISRAP) is more difficult than consulting someone living 
in the area, since ISRAP needs time to anticipate to the area and the situation the 
group is in, while he is not there at the moment; 

11. The language barrier, when skating abroad, might create misunderstandings 
during communications with local people. 

 
On the whole, one could say that HLSK should not under estimate the complexity of 
multi day skating trips to Sweden. By nature, Dutch skaters have less experience than 
our Swedish colleagues with ice, weather and skating conditions, while on the other 
hand the above circumstances adds difficulties compared with single day tours. 
Important reasons to be very careful in the future.  
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Addendum 1 – Nine criteria for a HLSK skating tour (HLSK Klubbtur) 
 

1. The leaders discuss their plan for organizing a trip with the ice messenger on 
duty, before they announce their plan to the members of HLSK. 

2. For a multi-day trip a minimum of two leaders is necessary. One of them can 
be aspirant leader. 

3. The group size has a minimum of three and a maximum of eight people, 
including the two leaders.  

4. Concerning the plan, dates, transportation, sharing costs and alternative plans 
the leaders make clear arrangements up front with all the participants. 

5. In case of relevant changes (destination, major weather and ice changes, 
increasing risks) the leaders get in contact with the ice messenger on duty. 

6. All participants must have completed the HLSK participant training. 

7. All participants have complete equipment according to HLSK rules. The leaders 
check the equipment before and during the multi day trip. 

8. The leaders take their own experience regarding fresh, salt and big waters into 
account when planning and skating tours. 

9. The HLSK safety policy, leader handbook (being translated from LLK handbook) 
and other protocols as discussed during the leader training must be known and 
followed by the leaders. 
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Addendum 2 – Wind conversion table (Dutch version) 
  

Beau- 
fort 

Named by 
KNMI  

Named 
at sea 

Speed  
km/h 

Speed 
m/s 

Speed 
knots 

Result above land Result at sea 

0 stil windstil 0-1 0-0,2 0-1 
rook stijgt recht of bijna 
recht omhoog 

spiegelglad 

1 zwak 
flauw en 
stil 

1-5 
0,3-
1,5 

1-3 
windrichting goed af te 
leiden uit rookpluimen 

kleine golfjes, geschubd 
oppervlak 

2 zwak 
flauwe 
koelte 

6-11 
1,6-
3,3 

4-6 
wind voelbaar in gezicht, 
weerhanen tonen nu juiste 
richting, blad ritselt 

kleine, korte golven 

3 matig 
lichte 
koelte 

12-19 
3,4-
5,4 

7-10 

opwaaiend stof, vlaggen 

wapperen, spinnen lopen 
niet meer 

kleine golven, breken, 
schuimkopjes 

4 matig 
matige 
koelte 

20-28 
5,5-
7,9 

11-15 
papier waait op, haar raakt 
verward, geen last van 
muggen meer 

golven iets langer, veel 
schuimkoppen 

5 
vrij 
krachtig 

frisse 
bries 

29-38 
8,0-
10,7 

16-21 

bladeren van bomen ruisen, 
gekuifde golven op meren 
en kanalen, vuilnisbakken 
waaien om 

matige golven, 
aanschietende zee 
(overal schuimkoppen, 
af en toe opwaaiend 
schuim) 

6 krachtig 
stijve 
bries 

39-49 
10,8-
13,8 

22-27 
problemen met paraplu's, 
hoeden waaien af 

grotere golven, 

schuimplekken, vrij veel 
opwaaiend schuim 

7 hard 
harde 
wind 

50-61 
13,9-
17,1 

28-33 
het is lastig tegen de wind 
in te lopen of te fietsen 

golven worden hoger, 
beginnende 
schuimstrepen 

8 
storm 
achtig  

62-74 
17,2-
20,7 

34-40 
twijgen breken van bomen, 
voortbewegen zeer moeilijk 

matig hoge golven, 
schuimstrepen 

9 storm 
 

75-88 
20,8-
24,4 

41-47 

schoorsteenkappen en 
dakpannen waaien weg, 
kinderen waaien om, 
takken breken af, alleen 

zwaluwen en eenden 
vliegen nog 

hoge golven, rollers, 
zicht wordt slechter 
door schuimvlagen 

10 
zware 
storm  

89-102 
24,5-
28,4 

48-55 

grote schade aan 
gebouwen, volwassenen 
waaien om, bomen raken 
ontworteld, vogels blijven 
aan de grond 

zeer hoge golven, zee 
wordt wit van het 
schuim, overslaande 
rollers, verminderd zicht 

11 

zeer 
zware 
storm/ 
orkaan 
achtig 

 
103-
117 

28,5-
32,6 

56-63 grote schade aan bossen 

extreem hoge golven, 
zee geheel bedekt met 
schuim, sterk 
verminderd zicht 

12 Orkaan 
 

>117 >32,7 >63 Verwoestingen 

lucht is vol met 
verwaaid water en 
schuim, zee volkomen 
wit, vrijwel geen zicht 
meer 

 

 
 

http://www.knmi.nl/cms/content/28976/windschaal_van_beaufort_compleet
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Addendum 3 – Skype chat on the Sunday before the tour  
 
[2011-02-20 21:47:54] ML: Hi 

[2011-02-20 21:49:34] LTC-M2: Hi ML, everything okay? 

[2011-02-20 21:51:30] ML: Yes. Heard about a serious incident on Vättern 

[2011-02-20 21:51:40] ML: 10 people through? 

[2011-02-20 21:52:30] LTC-M2: I only heard that something was on TV? Regarding many persons 

going through the ice on Vättern. 

[2011-02-20 21:53:16] ML: Only heard that from my mother (living in Sweden, added by author) ! 

[2011-02-20 21:53:42] ML: I still think to go to Vättern with the group. What do you think about 

that? 

 [2011-02-20 21:56:07] LTC-M2: Just searched on SN with Vättern+plurr and found there that a 

few persons went through the ice; in total about 10 persons; it seems that a group of three went 

through the ice all together because they were skating socially side by side; from LLK a group 

had 1.5 persons going through the ice (leader half and the person behind him completely), and 

also one other LLK person half. 

[2011-02-20 21:58:52 | 21:59:07 edited] ML: The last one you mention I had seen. Just asked our 

LLK colleague his advice; he believes it is justified if you take consideration for vindbrunnar and 

släppråkar.  

[2011-02-20 22:00:05] LTC-M2: To my knowledge they were all vindbrunnar with a thin layer of 

ice. I think more dangerous was that we (HLSK) skated on an area at the west side where 2.5 

hours later people had to go overland. Now the wind is going to change direction and so all open 

space in the ice will be pushed to another side ...... 

[2011-02-20 22:02:36] LTC-M2: Especially large ice areas build up high forces under high winds 

.... 

 [2011-02-20 22:22:20] LTC-M2: If only one person goes through the ice of a vindbrunn it is 

generally not a problem (as long as you do not hurt yourself). However, can be very cold if you 

are (too) far from land in heavy cold + strong wind. So, especially good distance between first 

and second person. Släppråkar are the biggest danger. As long as the wind does not blow from 

land and more than one day from the same direction it is usually okay. You are leader middle 

large water, right? Those leaders must ask permission in such a case from the ice-messenger-

on-duty ... but that's you, isn’t it? Therefore I would say let us (you, LTC-M1 and I) Skype about 

this early next week. 

[2011-02-20 22:33:06] My problem is that I go to Sweden tomorrow. And yes I am the ice-

messenger-on-duty, no large lakes. I think I can, under the circumstances, but I'm looking for 

backing. 

[08:32:14] LTC-M2: Large areas of Vättern are safe, but there are also large areas highly 

dubious. 

[08:36:27] LTC-M2: According to yr.no the wind direction changes almost every day! I suggest 

consulting with LTC-M1 and me before you go on lakes where you are officially not allowed. 
<end of chat>  
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Addendum 4 – Freezing order of Vättern 
As published by Krister Valtonen on http://www.thinkice.com/vatterniskarta.jpg  
 

 
 
 
 
  

http://www.thinkice.com/vatterniskarta.jpg
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Addendum 5 – Log report from the SAR 
 

Personer på isflak 
Publicerad: 2011-02-25 

 

 

Bild: Sjöfartsverket 

Larm från Sjöräddningscentralen JRCC om 6 personer på ett isflak Nord väst om Visingsö som 

brutits loss så att de inte har möjlighet att komma iland.  

De som står på isflaket larmar via mobiltelefon SOS 112 och begär sjöräddning. De hamnar då 

hos "Sjöräddningscentralen JRCC" i Göteborg som direkt larmar Sjöräddningssällskapet i 

Vadstena-Motala med två svävare, räddningshelikopter "Lifeguard 901" från Göteborg samt 

deltidsbrandkåren från Visingsö. 

Först på plats är helikoptern som kan rädda de nödställda. 

Vid tillfället hade SSRS i Vadstena-Motala lånat in en extrasvävare, så två svävare sökte sig mot 

larmet om de 6 personer i nöd på Vätterns is. 

 

Deltagande enheter: 

 svävare Rescue Vadstena Sparbank, SSRS Vadstena-Motala.  

 svävare Rescue Virgina Wijk, SSRS Stockhom (utlånad till Vadstena)  

 räddningshelikopter Lifeguard 901, Norrlandsflyg Göteborg  

 kommunal räddningstjänst, Deltidsbrandkår Visingsö  

 sjöräddningssällskapet, SSRS Visingsö 

 
Reference Sjöräddningxv: 
http://www.sjoraddning.se/vadstena-motala/alarm/personer-pa-isflak-vattern/  
  

http://www.sjoraddning.se/vadstena-motala/alarm/personer-pa-isflak-vattern/
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Addendum 6 – List of external references 
 
                                                             
i Skridskonät – www.skridsko.net - Skridskonätets ändamål är enligt stadgarna att 
underlätta utbyte av isinformation och annan information förknippad med 
långfärdsskridskoåkning mellan medlemsklubbarna och medlemsklubbarnas 
medlemmar. 
 
ii Östgötavatten – guidebok för långfärdsskridskoåkare, by Krister Valtonen & Peter 
Dahlén i samarbete med Linköpings Långfärdsskridskoklubb; Tjåmahus InfoMedia 
1996. Also available at http://www.llk.se/register/vattern.htm 
 
iii SMHI – Sveriges meteorologiska och hydrologiska institut – www.smhi.se  
 
iv Yr.no – Cooperation of the Norwegian MET.NO and NRK - www.met.no and 
www.nrk.no together publish www.yr.no  
 
v Utekartan – Outdoor maps from Utemedia I Linköping AB – www.utekartan.se  
 
vi Wikipedia – Den fria encyklopedin – Permission granted by their statement “You can 
re-use content from Wikimedia projects freely” - www.wikipedia.se  
 
vii Länsstyrelsen i Jönköpings län – http://www.lst.se/_jonkoping – Public information. 
 
viii International Lake Environment Committee – Written permission for using their 
information obtained on Monday, October 10th, 2011 - 
http://www.ilec.or.jp/database/eur/eur-15.html 
 
ix Freezing order of Vättern – Iskarta över Vättern, Krister Valtonen, version 0.1, 27-
03-2011 - http://www.thinkice.com/vatterniskarta.jpg 
 
x Aeronet – NASA Earth Data - http://rapidfire.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/imagery - Free to use 
when proper reference made. 
 
xi Björck, T., Florgård, C. & Hedén, K. 2011. Vättern – vacker och vild. In: J. Rosenius & 
al. (Eds.) Stockholms Skridskoseglarklubb Årsbok  (SSSK yearbook) 2011, pp 44-48 
 
xii Isflaksincidenten utan för Simpnäs, Johan Porsby, 2006-03-18, page 15 – to be 
found at www.thinkice.com  
 
xiii Ice physics, Peter V. Hobbs, 1974, Oxford University Press, ISBN13 – 
9780199587711, citation about ice expansion from page 437. 
 
xiv Trafikverket – The Swedish Transport Administration – Shows information about 
temperature, precipitation and wind gathered from road stations on 
http://trafikinfo.trafikverket.se/litmenu/litmenu.htm#id=310  
 
xv SAR Search and Rescue – Sjöräddning - http://www.sjoraddning.se  

http://www.skridsko.net/
http://www.skridsko.net/dokument/protokoll/stadgar-gallande.pdf
http://www.llk.se/register/vattern.htm
http://www.smhi.se/
http://www.met.no/
http://www.nrk.no/
http://www.yr.no/
http://www.utekartan.se/
http://www.wikipedia.se/
http://www.lst.se/_jonkoping
http://www.ilec.or.jp/database/eur/eur-15.html
http://www.thinkice.com/vatterniskarta.jpg
http://rapidfire.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/imagery
http://www.thinkice.com/
http://trafikinfo.trafikverket.se/litmenu/litmenu.htm#id=310
http://www.sjoraddning.se/

